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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 COOPERATIVE GREENSPACE FOR THE

This block is uniquely occupied almost entirely by

‘COMMUNITY BLOCK’

social service organizations. Because of this, the site

Hintonburg is a working-class, predominantly residential neighbourhood, located to the west of downtown
Ottawa, Ontario. It is an up-and-coming neighbourhood,
experiencing intensification and gentrification.
Hintonburg is bounded by the O-Train line to the
east, and the Queensway (417 Highway) to the south,

has been aptly named the ‘Community Block’ by Urban
Routes. Urban Routes is a group of Urban Planning and
Design Master’s Degree students from McGill University
who have been retained by Creative Neighbourhoods to
develop a concept plan for a greenspace development
on the block.

ROSEMOUNT PUBLIC
LIBRARY

Holland Avenue to the west, and the transitway along

BETHANY HOUSE

Scott Street to the north (see Map 1))
Overall, Hintonburg lacks adequate public and private

GRACE MANOR

greenspace. This shortage of public parks makes it
necessary for further greenspace development to occur
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on privately owned land. Creative Neighbourhoods,
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a not-for-profit Ottawa-based group focused on
community development, has identified a large block
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bounded by Parkdale Avenue, Rosemount Avenue,
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an ideal location for a privately-owned greenspace
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Wellington Street West, and Gladstone Avenue as
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UNIQUELY OCCUPIED BY SEVERAL LARGE
COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS (NTS)
MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES 2008
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1.2 MANDATE
Urban Routes has been mandated to prepare an interinstitutional green space concept plan for an inner
block in the Hintonburg neighbourhood. Specifically,
the mandate involves configuring the physical design of
the greenspace, as well as the challenges of increasing
accessibility to a private space, dealing with security

usable space. It is understood that some groups in the
community may be harder to engage in the process,
such as the elderly and the school children; however,
their input is essential in creating a space that all
potential users can be proud of. This block should be a
welcoming and accessible space for all users; young,
old, resident and non-resident.

and safety within the space, and insuring a harmonious

BELOW ARE SEVERAL OVERVIEW IMAGES OF THE SITE

co-habitation for all potential users of the space. In

ROUTES 2008)

addition, the concept plan will address implementation,
maintenance, funding, and management strategies. The
format of the final concept plan for the block will allow
stakeholders to easily present possible design options
for the space to their governing boards and potential
users (e.g. church congregation, parents at school,
resident seniors, etc.), enabling them to advance the
project towards fruition after Urban Routes’ mandate
has ended.
Urban Routes believes that a shared community
space is best created through a bottom-up approach,
therefore they are committed to working with the
stakeholders involved to create a truly engaging and

4 | FINAL REPORT | URBAN ROUTES | 01 DECEMBER 08

AND SURROUNDING COMMUNITY. (SOURCE: URBAN

1.3 METHODOLOGY

and Reporting. Phase One consists of an on- and offsite context analysis to provide background research
and precedents of best practices, as well as information

PHASE ONE

Analysis, Preliminary Concept Plan, and Deliverables

CONTEXT ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

The project is divided in three phases: Context and Site

RESEARCH

USER INPUT

First Newsletter

Design & Synthesis

on how the site is used, its opportunities and

involved in the project. This is followed by the second

and scenarios were generated in response to the
issues highlighted by the analysis. During this phase
a consultation with the main stakeholders was held to

PHASE TWO

phase in which three preliminary design concepts

DRAFT CONCEPT PLAN

constraints and the needs of the various stakeholders

evaluate the preliminary designs and set the stage for

CONCEPT 1

CONCEPT 2

CONCEPT 3

Urban Design Concept

Urban Design Concept

Urban Design Concept

Implementation Strategy

Implementation Strategy

Implementation Strategy

Operation Strategy

Operation Strategy

Operation Strategy

Graphically Focused
CONSULTATION MEETING

a collaborative process. Lastly, Phase Three consists

Presentation

(PRESENTATION OF CONCEPTS)

comments and concerns with the preliminary version
raised by the client and stakeholders. This final report

PHASE THREE

encompasses the three phases of the project.

FINAL DESIGN AND DELIVERABLES

of the creation of a final design plan that addressed the
Revision & Refinement

Second Newsletter
RECOMMENDED
CONCEPT
Urban Design Concept
Implementation Strategy
Operation Strategy

Final Visually
Focused Report
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1.4 FINAL REPORT OVERVIEW
This document is broken down into six chapters;
an introduction to the project, the context analysis,
the site analysis, preliminary concept plans, the final
concept plan and a conclusion. The Context Analysis
examines the neighbourhood that the project is
located in, followed by the specific site of the project
(the ‘Community Block’). It then identifies the key
stakeholders in the project and looks at precedents and
best practices of other projects involving organizations
and sites similar to the Community Block which might

and addressing three main issues identified at the

element, implementation and management strategies,

site: visual and physical access, recreational and

funding options, and a precedent of a similar project

greenspace, and parking. Each concept plan includes

that has been successful. The concept plan will be

five design elements that stakeholders were able to

accompanied by a short PowerPoint presentation

mix-and-match to establish a final concept plan, which

that stakeholders can use to present the plan to their

includes elements most desired by the stakeholders.

governing boards, the local community, and the City of

The Preliminary Concept Plans chapter also includes

Ottawa as a means to further the project.

implementation, management, maintenance and
funding strategies which could be applied to the
concept plans, and addresses the legal issues that
sometimes arise on shared greenspaces.

act as an inspiration. Lastly, this chapter provides an

The Final Concept Plan chapter outlines the

overview of the City of Ottawa’s planning guidelines

stakeholder consultation process; how the stakeholders

and initiatives, which delineates what is permitted and

were engaged in the project and who was involved.

desired on the site by the City of Ottawa and the local

It then details the results of this consultation. The

community.

comments and concerns raised at the consultation

The Site Analysis chapter of this report looks more
in-depth into the issues and assets of the site and
through this analysis, establishes a problématique for
the block. Using this analysis, three preliminary concept
plans for the block were created, each requiring a
different level of co-operation between stakeholders

6 | FINAL REPORT | URBAN ROUTES | 01 DECEMBER 08

meeting were taken into account in the design of the
final concept plan. The final concept plan consists of
the design elements that were considered to be the
most appealing to the stakeholders at the meeting. The
final concept plan includes specific design elements
that can be placed almost anywhere on the site, as well
as the materials that will be needed to produce each

The concluding chapter of the report looks at the next
steps for this project in the Community Block and ends
with the overall lessons learned through this process.

2. CONTEXT ANALYSIS
2.1 NEIGHBOURHOOD PORTRAIT
Hintonburg is a working-class, predominantly residen-
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The Hintonburg neighbourhood was first settled in
1826 as part of the Nepean Township. Hintonburg
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Ottawa by En Route magazine in 2006. It has a mixed
citizenry and has had many artists setting up shop
STATISTICS CANADA, CANADIAN CENSUS, POPULATION AND

DWELLING COUNTS, 2006 (OTTAWA, ONTARIO: STATISTICS CANADA, 2008).
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MAP 1: CONTEXT MAP

Transitway / O-Train
CONTEXT MAP SHOWING THE LOCATION OF THE SITE IN OTTAWA, AS WELL AS CITY OF
OTTAWA GREENSPACES. ALTHOUGH THERE ARE SEVERAL PARKS NEAR THE SITE, THEY ARE
SEPARATED BY MAJOR ROADS, OR ARE QUITE SMALL.
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Hintonburg has been changing recently, being voted

MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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in several of the commercial buildings in the area.

The land use in Hintonburg is very mixed, due to

Another issue in Hintonburg is a lack of adequate public

Hintonburg is home to a grassroots arts initiative called

predating land zoning rules. There is a mix of heritage

and private greenspace. In terms of total greenspace,

the Quartier des Artistes/ Arts District (QUAD). In 2005,

buildings and recent additions. Commercial activity

Hintonburg has 0.37 kilometres of greenspace

the Hintonburg Community Association launched

is located largely on Wellington Street to the west.

available, which works out to 0.04 kilometres of

the popular Arts Park annual event in the Parkdale

Businesses are characterized by a mixture of largely

greenspace per thousand people, which is below the

Market, featuring the works of Ottawa artists and music

proprietor-operated retail and service shops, catering

city average.6 There are only limited opportunities for

to highlight the community’s growing role as an arts

to all points on the economic and social spectrum.

recreation in the neighbourhood, with one site for winter

district in the city. However, Hintonburg has still been

This area of Wellington is thriving due to the proximity

recreation (0.1 for every 1000 people), 30 sites for

ranked as one of the least advantaged neighbourhoods

of Tunney’s Pasture, an area exclusively developed

summer recreation (2.92 for every 1000 people), and 2

in Ottawa.2

for Canada’s federal government buildings, and the

indoor recreation facilities (0.2 for every 1000 people).7

Parkdale Market, a popular fruit and vegetable market.

The average recreation index score (which combines

In comparison, the northeast portions of Hintonburg,

indoor, outdoor summer/winter and biking/walking

and the area to the south of Wellington, are almost

paths) is 43, which is lower than the city average of 50.8

In 2001, the average income in Hintonburg was
$29,106, which is well below the Ottawa average.3
Unemployment was at 8.5%, and percent of people
below the Low Income cut-offs was 28.8%.4 Twenty-

entirely residential, with little commercial activity.

As an up-and-coming neighbourhood with a thriving

three percent of Hintonburg residents have completed

To the east of Wellington, where several vacant and/or

arts scene, Hintonburg would benefit greatly from

bachelor’s degrees and 77% have completed high

underutilized properties exist, crime has been a major

increased open space that would allow residents and

school.5

issue. While the Hintonburg Community Association

visitors to have access to more recreational space –

has worked with police and other city agencies to step

something that the neighbourhood currently lacks.

2

OTTAWA NEIGHBOURHOODS, “NEIGHBOURHOOD PROFILE:

HINTONBURG AND MECHANICSVILLE,” OTTAWA NEIGHBOURHOOD STUDY,
2006, HTTP://WWW.GEOMATICS.UOTTAWA.CA/MOVIES/NABORHOODS/
MAPINDEX.HTML.
3

IBID

4

IBID

5

IBID
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up enforcement efforts against drug houses, drug use
and prostitution still continue to be a problem. Both

6

the Parkdale United Church and the Connaught Public

HTTP://WWW.GEOMATICS.UOTTAWA.CA/MOVIES/NABORHOODS/MAPINDEX.

School have reported finding hypodermic needles on
their properties.

OTTAWA NEIGHBOURHOODS, “NEIGHBOURHOOD PROFILE: HIN-

TONBURG AND MECHANICSVILLE,” OTTAWA NEIGHBOURHOOD STUDY, 2006,
HTML.
7

IBID

8
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Any type of arts related developments are also likely to
MCC

garner great support in this neighbourhood. However,

ORM

since crime and drug use is still an issue in this area,
ANT
GR

ICK

safety concerns must also be taken into account for any
new project.

Rosemount Library
SALVATION ARMY BETHANY HOUSE
Management Company

2.2 THE SITE

Jewellery Supply Store
N
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The site of the Community Block project is located

SALVATION ARMY GRACE MANOR

within a large block in Hintonburg, bounded by
Parkdale Avenue to the west, Rosemount Avenue
to the east, Wellington Street West to the north, and
Gladstone Avenue to the south. The site is very unique

Knights of Columbus
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(Grace Manor, Bethany Hope Centre and Transition

Bethany Hope Centre’
N

key landowners in the block include the Salvation Army

SALVATION ARMY TRANSITIONAL HOME
ILTO

organizations that serve many social functions. The

Abbeyfield Seniors Co-op
HAM

in that it is dominated by private and public non-profit

Canada Post
CONNAUGHT PUBLIC SCHOOL

PARKDALE UNITED CHURCH

House), Connaught Public School, Parkdale United
Church and Rosemount Library. The Salvation Army
Grace Manor owns the majority of the land in the block,

MAP 2: STAKEHOLDERS AND LAND OWNERSHIP
STAKEHOLDERS IN THE COMMUNITY BLOCK PROJECT, WITH KEY STAKEHOLDERS

making them an important stakeholder in the project

HIGHLIGHTED, AND LAND OWNERSHIP HIGHLIGHTED.

(Map 2).

MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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2.3 KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Six major stakeholders on the Community Block have
been identified. Together these stakeholders own nearly
all of the land on the block. A brief synopsis of the
major stakeholders is provided below.

is not classified as historical, and benefits from a very
large setback from the street which gives it a beautiful
open space at the front. There is also a large backyard
featuring many old growth trees.

2.3.3 Parkdale United Church
In 1925, Bethany Presbyterian Church and Rosemount
Methodist Church voted to join the United Church
and came together under one roof as Parkdale

The third site owned by the Salvation Army on the block

United Church. The church’s congregation consists

is Transition House which serves as a centre for men

of approximately 500 members and adherents. While

who have completed a substance abuse rehabilitation

Parkdale United Church supports a large congregation,

2.3.1 The Salvation Army: Grace Manor, Bethany

program. It is located in a two-storey single family

it currently has minimal greenspace. Greater access to

Hope Centre and Transition House

home surrounded by a garden. This property is entirely

greenspace would allow the parish to be more creative

fenced.

in its activities.

2.3.2 Connaught Public School

2.3.4 Rosemount Library

Connaught Public School is located on the southeast

The Rosemount Library stands as the oldest library in

corner of the Community Block. This site has been used

Ottawa. Close to schools, the library is the destination

for a school since 1889 and currently has an enrolment

for homework resources. The library is involved in

of 225 students from Junior Kindergarten to Grade 6.

programming with the local schools, holds a story

Although it has a small greenspace of its own, it is in

time in the park and is a popular destination for

need of a larger secure recreational area for its 225

many children during the summer months. Since the

students.

library lacks open space in both the front and back

The Salvation Army’s Grace Manor is a long-term care
centre for the elderly and is home to 128 seniors. The
Salvation Army is the owner of the majority of the block,
including a central landscaped greenspace featuring a
walking path, lighting, and furniture.
The Bethany Hope Centre is also owned by the
Salvation Army and is a home for teenage mothers. This
facility has been identified by the Salvation Army as a
site for potential redevelopment as an ancillary building
to Grace Manor. This facility would offer “assisted care”
for seniors. The Salvation Army will either maintain the
current building or build a new building on the site.
The center is located in a heritage building, although it
10 | FINAL REPORT | URBAN ROUTES | 01 DECEMBER 08

of the building, they would benefit greatly from more
accessible greenspace on the block for the children

who use their services.
Of these stakeholders, Grace Manor, Bethany Hope
Centre, Connaught Public School, Parkdale United
Church and the Rosemount Library expressed interest
in participating in the design process of this project.

A
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F

A
F
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B
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A) THE STREET EDGE IN FRONT OF GRACE MANOR ON WELLINGTON
PROVIDES SPACE FOR RESIDENTS TO ENGAGE IN THE ACTIVE STREET
LIFE ON WELLINGTON
B) CONNAUGHT PUBLIC SCHOOL ON GLADSTONE
C) THE PARKDALE UNITED CHURCH AT GLADSTONE AND PARKDALE IS A
LANDMARK BUILDING ON GLADSTONE
D) NEXT TO PARKDALE UNITED, A SENIORS CO-OP UTILIZES ITS OUTDOOR
SPACE
E) BEHIND CONNAUGHT PUBLIC, A NEWLY PLANTED FIELD IS THE STUDENTS
MAIN GREEN SPACE
F) THE ROLLING HILLS BEHIND GRACE MANOR, AND THE WALKING PATH
BEHIND THE RESIDENCE
ALL PHOTOS BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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2.4 PRECEDENTS AND BEST PRACTICES
The Community Block might find inspiration for their
space by looking at past projects that have been
successful in opening up private space for cooperative
uses. The following precedents highlight projects that
involve stakeholders and blocks that share similar
characteristics with the Community Block.
Partnerships relating to greenspaces can help turn
ordinary greenspaces into community centres. With
more citizen involvement in their design, maintenance,
programming and use, parks can become the
heart of the community. In addition to offering the
environmental benefits of greenery, a greenspace
can improve the quality of life and property values
for its surrounding residents. There are often citizens
who are willing to contribute, volunteer, or simply
use a greenspace; however, without organization it is

maintaining landscaping, and contributing to the
safety of the neighbourhood with watch programs – to
name a few. Citizens can invest financially, through
adopting trees and park furniture. Citizens also invest
in their parks through using them, and connecting
their experiences with those of different cultures. The
important factors in making a successful greenspace
are most often leadership and management, not
money9.
Numerous success stories are proof that with careful
planning and an interest in community issues and
residents, parks are much more than just expensive
lawns to maintain. Parks are spaces where people
come together to build relationships, exchange ideas,
and help each other10. Below are several success
stories that may serve as inspiration for a future
greenspace on the Community Block.

difficult for the community to invest themselves in the
neighbourhood’s greenspace.
Investments in the community’s greenspaces can
be made in many forms. Citizens can invest in their
greenspaces with sweat equity by clearing overgrowth,
12 | FINAL REPORT | URBAN ROUTES | 01 DECEMBER 08

THE BLOCK BENEFITS FROM A LARGE AMOUNT OF OPEN SPACE,
AND DEDICATED COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS, ALTHOUGH
PROJECTS FOR PUBLIC SPACES, “WHY BUILD PARTNERSHIPS

MUCH SPACE ON THE BLOCK IS DEDICATED TO PARKING, AND

FOR PARKS?” ACCESSED OCTOBER 12 2008 FROM HTTP://WWW.PPS.ORG/

PROPERTIES ARE SEPARATED BY FENCES. ABOVE IS AN IMAGE

PARKS_PLAZAS_SQUARES/INFO/PUBPRIV/WHYBUILD/PPPP-CHAPTER1

LOOKING FROM THE CHURCH PARKING LOT ACROSS THE GRACE

9

10

IBID

MANOR SITE TO CONNAUGHT PUBLIC SCHOOL.(SOURCE: URBAN
ROUTES, 2008)

2.4.1 Montgomery Park, Boston Massachusetts
Montgomery Park is a third of an acre backyard shared
by 36 private buildings (85 households) in Boston’s
South End. This community green is the heart of
a community with residents of all ages, incomes,
and many ethnicities, who occupy apartments,
condominiums, and affordable housing.
From the 1860s to the 1970s the park was separated
from the residents’ backyards by an alley and fence.
Over the years, the residents have worked to connect
the park to their yards by covering the alley with
a narrower brick walkway, tearing down the fence

In terms of governance and programming, residents
have opted for an informal, ad hoc approach. Decisions
are made through discussion and consensus. A
calendar of events is circulated to organize events when
people want to use the space privately (such as for
weddings, garden tours, and birthday parties). Each
year a letter is circulated describing the previous year’s
expenditures, proposed new ones, suggestions and
comments, and requesting a voluntary contributions.
Other rules remain unwritten: cutting flowers is frowned
upon, pets must be kept on a leash, and parties should
be brought indoors by 11 p.m.

separating them from the garden, persuading the utility

The value of what residents created at Montgomery

companies to bury their lines, and shifting garbage

Park is both tangible and intangible. In 1965, a home

pick-up to the fronts of their homes.

could be purchased on the park for around $12,000.

Although public access was originally welcomed, a

Today, some homes sell for as much as $2 million11.

series of break-ins and assaults forced the neighbours
to restrict access to the park from the street. Now, the
perimeter is fenced with doors and locks, and residents
of the block each have a key.
ABOVE: PLANS AND IMAGES OF MONTGOMERY PARK (SOURCE:
11

COMMUNITY GREENS. HTTP://WWW.COMMUNITYGREENS.ORG/

EXISTINGGREENS/EXISTINGGREENS.HTM

HTTP://WWW.COMMUNITYGREENS.ORG/EXISTINGGREENS/
EXISTINGGREENS.HTM)
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2.4.2 Chandlers Yard, Baltimore Maryland
Chandlers Yard is a courtyard that was carved out of the
backyards of the surrounding row houses in the Federal
Hill neighbourhood of Baltimore. Here, the neighbours
of Chandlers Yard are assured a pleasant green view
from their homes and private yards and can share a
small green lawn and a terrace.

Through the drive and persistence of one developer

neighbours themselves, including mowing and

with a vision, eleven households were willing to pay

weeding. Electricity and water are provided by one

$1,000 and give up a portion of their backyards to

of the houses on the courtyard that was occupied by

construct the courtyard. Each homeowner was given

the president of the Homeowners Association. This

a share in the courtyard, which was indicated by a

homeowner sends a bill to the Association at the end of

separate deed attached to the deed of each house.

each year.

This arrangement specified that when a house sold
on Chandlers Yard, the new homeowner bought

Construction of the courtyard was achieved by

into the courtyard by signing both the deed to the

designating the group of homes a Planned Unit

house and the deed to the courtyard. A homeowners

Development (PUD), which is a planning device usually

association with elected officers was formed and bylaws

used for much larger development projects. The PUD

established to manage the space.

designation allowed more flexibility in designing the
size and shape of the reorganized lots than traditional
zoning12.

values. A newly refurbished home could be bought for
approximately $95,000 in 1976. One home on the block
recently sold for $290,000.13
13

IBID

Despite this formal arrangement, neighbours have
found it easier to make decisions about the space
informally. Residents may reserve the courtyard for

Initially, the backyards were delineated only by a narrow

private events by sending around a note to neighbours

footpath. Today, neighbours maintain private backyards

explaining their intentions.

that are delineated by short, wooden fences. To unify
the space, the same material was used for all fences,
including the taller fences that border the yards of
neighbours who chose not to participate in Chandlers
Yard.
12

The homeowners have witnessed increasing property

The homeowners’ dues of $360 per year feed into
a capital fund established by the Chandlers Yard
Neighbours Association. The proceeds from this fund
were recently used to re-landscape the courtyard.
Routine maintenance of the space is done by the

IBID
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IMAGE OF PATHWAY INTO INNER BLOCK COURTYARD (SOURCE:
HTTP://WWW.COMMUNITYGREENS.ORG/EXISTINGGREENS/
EXISTINGGREENS.HTM)

2.4.3 The Hope Community, Minneapolis Minnesota
Hope Community is a community greenspace located
behind nine rehabilitated houses in Minneapolis. Once
considered to be one of the worst spots in Minneapolis,

greenspace. They built walkways where people walked,

Hope Community has achieved a great success in

they constructed a pavilion area on a concrete pad left

an area many had given up on, and shows how an

from an old garage, and they built a playground and a

organized and managed common area for residents

garden with resident planting plots.

can foster a sense of community in a very troubled

14

this city contained five crack houses, dilapidated

There are no gates or physical barriers preventing

housing, high crime, drug wars, and low property

access to the common area from the street, but it is

values.

clear that the space is not a public park. Drawing on

Today, through the development of a local community
development corporation called Hope Community,
property values are on the rise. In the late 1980’s, as
the neighbourhood declined and homeowners sold
their properties for one dollar just to get rid of them,
Hope Community began purchasing houses. The
organization’s intention was to create affordable rental
units. To achieve this end, they purchased houses in
proximity to one another on a single block and began
rehabilitating and renting them.
In developing the space, Hope Community used
principles of Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design (CPTED) and defensible space - not by bringing
in experts, but based on how they saw people living.
They pulled down the fences that had separated
the back yards, creating a context of a larger open

urban area15.

15

IBID

principles of CPTED, visual cues establish privacy,
promote safety, and discourage crime. For example,
every space has an occupied house facing it, and
Hope Community put screened back porches on all
the housing. This arrangement facilitates interaction
between the neighbours, ensures that the open spaces
are transparent to observation by the residents, and
allows neighbourhood children to come and use the
play areas.
Hope Community is currently developing ten more
residences, some of which they plan to sell to
homeowners. With property values rising, they want to
save the area from gentrification, and are considering
using a hybrid of a land trust to keep the land in the
hands of the people who have helped create the
community.
14

IBID

IMAGES OF HOPE COMMUNITY OPEN SPACE (SOURCE:
HTTP://WWW.COMMUNITYGREENS.ORG/EXISTINGGREENS/
EXISTINGGREENS.HTM)
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2.4.4 Parks and Institutional Partnership
Parks, markets, gardens, walking trails, and plazas
have the potential to become even more powerful
when they are paired with other community amenities,
such as libraries, schools, and other institutions. There
are numerous examples of alliances between parks,
libraries and other institutions that can perhaps be used
as model instrumental in revitalizing the Hintonburg’s
Community Block.
For instance, Libraries for the Future is an organization
which believes that one of the primary values of a public
library is its role as a trusted, accessible, neutral public
space. A library is one of the few places that belong to
everyone equally, serving as a communications center,
a gathering place, a catalyst for civic development, and
a resource where people of all ages, races, classes and
cultures can congregate16.

for further development17. Parks and libraries also have
the potential to be powerful symbols of neighbourhood
identity. They promote civic participation, foster local
identity, and offer recreational, educational and social
engagement opportunities. Libraries-Park partnerships
can occur in three ways: physical space and use
collaborations; joint programming collaborations; and
lastly, information and resource collaborations.
In terms of physical space partnerships, many libraries
are adjacent to parks, on parks land, or share open
space. This provides for opportunities to jointly
cultivate gardens, sponsor recreational activities, or
add children’s playgrounds and reading areas outside
the libraries. For instance, the Horticultural Society of
New York has a program called GreenBranches that
creates gardens at branch libraries throughout New
York City. The designers work closely with borough
botanical gardens and community groups, and they

Parks and libraries are great partners because they

train the groups to maintain the gardens. As part of

are both organizational and information hubs for

Libraries for the Future’s Community Library Access

community improvement projects. In terms of economic

Project, GreenBranches helps other groups strengthen

development, parks and libraries can serve as catalysts

library advocacy around the country through promoting

16

17

BRYANT PARK IN NEW YORK IS ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN PUBLIC SPACE AND A LIBRARY.
ALTHOUGH THE COMMUNITY BLOCK DIFFERS IN MANY
RESPECTS FROM THE CONDITION IN BRYANT PARK, THE
POSSIBILITY EXISTS FOR LINKING INSTITUTIONAL USES TO

IBID
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IBID

PUBLIC SPACE. (SOURCE: URBAN ROUTES 2008)

gardens at libraries.
Programming partnerships also have great potential.
Here, libraries can have reading programs in a park,

popular places for children’s story hours and readings,

becoming more popular, due to the win-win situation

but as volunteer-maintained spaces that provide an

for all involved stakeholders. These precedents can

opportunity for social interaction18.

serve as inspiration for a future greenspace within

or collaborate to run interpretive centres. In Athens,

Lastly, with regards to informational partnerships, there

Georgia, a branch library located on a popular nature

are numerous examples in which libraries have set

trail joined with several organizations, including the

up information and support centres for environmental

school district and the University of Georgia, to develop

and gardening groups. The library often functions

a resource site at the Sandy Creek Nature Center’s

as a neutral space or a repository for documents. For

Environmental Natural Science and Technology Center.

example, in Houston, Texas, several branches of the

The site contains four computers and Internet access

Harris County Public Library are located in or next to

via dial-in to the library. Users can even request books,

parks, and collaborate with parks administrators and

which are delivered the next day via courier. Chicago’s

staff in various ways. The Baldwin Boettcher Branch lies

Blue Skies for Children Initiative has also established

inside the grounds of the county’s Mercer Arboretum,

gardens in three branch libraries, where collaboration

which built an education building that offers programs

with the Chicago Botanical Garden and residents

coordinated with the library. The library provides books

transformed vacant lots into a Wizard of Oz garden

and other materials about plants and animals, and the

for children. Other branches have created gardens

arboretum’s staff advises the library on purchase of

through the Blooming Branches Garden Program

materials19.

that operates as collaboration between the CPL and
the Chicago Botanical Garden. The partnership offers
gardening classes at branch libraries and encourages
local groups to create their own gardens, such as the

the Community Block that could be managed by its
stakeholders.

As we can see, there are many examples of successful
greenspaces that are managed informally amongst
neighbours. Inter-institutional partnerships are also
EXAMPLES OF LIBRARY OUTREACH PROJECTS (SOURCE: HTTP://

one at the Mount Greenwood Branch. Librarians report

18

IBID

great local enthusiasm for the gardens, not only as

19

IBID

WWW.LFF.ORG/)
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2.5 REVIEW OF THE CITY OF OTTAWA

be kept in mind when planning any new project

Together, these three initiatives give a good overview,

PLANNING INITIATIVES AND GUIDELINES

in the neighbourhood. The largest initiative is the

each at its own scale, of what the long term vision is

Neighbourhood Planning Initiative (NPI)20, which

for the redevelopment and renewal of this area. The

consists of a vast consultation process that takes into

extensive public consultation process that accompanied

account the broad social and economic issues and

these three initiatives helped local residents define their

needs of the area. It will be completed in 2008.

community, its strength, characteristics and values

In order to ensure that future design strategies for the
Community Block are realistic, a thorough review of the
City of Ottawa’s planning documents was conducted.
The section below highlights important considerations

and encouraged them to translate this into guidelines.

for all planning-related matters on the Community

Focusing on urban design, the Wellington Street West

Block. The following section provides a brief synopsis

Community Design Plan (CDP)21 aims to develop a

of Ottawa’s current ongoing planning initiatives, the

vision for the physical environment of the Wellington

various design framework guidelines associated with

Street West mainstreet corridor. The CDP focuses on

“WE ARE PRO-ACTIVE. We work toward consensus

the planning initiatives, and lastly, the City of Ottawa’s

Wellington Street West as a traditional mainstreet and

and embrace partnerships […]. We take an active

zoning by-laws and recommendations pertinent to the

its adjacent land uses, activities, built forms and spaces.

role in civic life and find home-grown solutions […]23

Thirdly, the Street Reconstruction Project22 consists of

WE BELIEVE IN A SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY.

the preliminary design to guide the reconstruction of

[…]We are committed to a sustainable, healthy

the Wellington Street West right-of-way; it emphasizes

urban environment […]. Our human-scale inner-city

improving the pedestrian, cycling, and transit

neighbourhoods promote a sustainable lifestyle. […]

environments.

The land uses and densities along the main street

Community Block. These initiatives and guidelines
needs to be kept in mind, as they were used as the
framework for the report’s proposed design strategies
and final concept plan.

Excerpts from the NPI community vision statement
read:

and in our neighbourhoods promote a pedestrian-

2.5.1 Ottawa’s Current Ongoing Planning Initiatives
20

The City of Ottawa has three major initiatives underway
concerning the redevelopment and planning of the
Hintonburg neighbourhood. These initiatives must

SULT/HINTONBURG/INDEX_EN.HTML
21

SULT/WELLINGTON_CDP/INDEX_EN.HTML
22

community.”24

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CONHTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CON-

SULT/WELLINGTON_RECONSTRUCT/INDEX_EN.HTML
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friendly, cycling-focused and transit-oriented

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CON-

23

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CON-

SULT/HINTONBURG/INDEX_EN.HTML
24

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CON-

The CDP also put forward a vision for the development
of Wellington Street West emphasizing the many
changes that will likely occur in the neighbourhood in
the near future. It proposes a clear vision of the role of
this centralizing street:
“It will strengthen the traditional urban fabric, built
forms and spaces through respect and innovation.

unified together and a clear network of people

Road Reconstruction

HOL L AND

The varied character areas of the corridor will be

Neighbourhood Plan/

P A R K DA L E

SCOTT
SCOTT

BA

YV

IEW

Community Design Plan

spaces will be established. Capturing opportunities
at mainstreet gateways and key nodes will protect,

SOMERSET

WELLIN

T

GTON

ELL

ING

ON

W

B R E E ZE HI

LL

encourage and create views and vistas. A renewed
streetscape will favour comfort, utility, and beauty
for people over cars. Our choice is an accessible,
pedestrian and transit friendly community”25
Surveys and workshops with local residents gave
further insight into how the community views itself and
what its needs are. When asked “How Can We Improve
the Community?” The first response was through the
addition of greenspaces. Other key points included:
SULT/HINTONBURG/INDEX_EN.HTML
25

MAP 3: NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING INITIATIVES
KEY NEIGHBOURHOOD PROJECTS IN THE HINTONBURG AREA
SOURCE: HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CONSULT/HINTONBURG/INDEX_EN.HTML

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CON-

SULT/WELLINGTON_CDP/INDEX_EN.HTML
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the protection of heritage buildings, integrating parking
in new buildings and ensuring pedestrian and cycling
routes move people safely and stimulate activity. 26

2.5.2 Design Framework Guidelines

with adjacent private lands29

The Neighbourhood Planning Initiative (NPI), Wellington

Street Reconstruction Plan all include design framework

strategic directions regarding development that

guidelines which are useful to keep in mind when

also play a role in determining the future of the

creating any project for the Community Block. This

area. These include promoting direct growth to the

framework condenses the City’s and the community’s

existing urban area, achieving compact mixed-use

vision for the area. Certain guidelines reoccurred in all

communities, doubling the use of transit, achieving

three planning initiatives, such as:

through good design, and preserving environmental
integrity27. The City of Ottawa has established six design
objectives. These are to: Create Unique Communities;
Promote Quality Developments; Enhance Safety
and Accessibility; Respect Established Character;
Incorporate Adaptability and Diversity; and Protect
Natural Systems.

Recognize that efficiently-flowing traffic along the
mainstreet is essential for business vitality and in

Street West Community Design Plan (CDP), and the

Lastly, the City of Ottawa’s official plan contains

a balance between intensification and compatibility

•

keeping with its role as cross-city connector 30

2.5.3. Zoning By-Laws and City Recommendations
The City of Ottawa has also influenced the design and
planning of the neighbourhood by adopting a new
zoning by-law for Wellington Street West, called TM -

Create an environment that favours walking,

Traditional Mainstreet. This affects the portion of the

cycling and transit over driving

block directly on Wellington Street and the two parking

Link the varied character areas together as a

lots on the corners of Parkdale and Rosemount. The

unified corridor.

purpose of the TM Zone is to: accommodate a broad

Strengthen the traditional urban fabric, built forms

range of uses, including mixed-use buildings, but

and spaces through respect and innovation

excluding auto-related uses, foster compact, mixed-

•

Uphold and enhance a broad mix of uses.

use, pedestrian-oriented development, recognize the

•

Establish a clear network of people spaces

•

Protect, create and encourage views and vistas.

areas and impose development standards that

•

Create opportunities for additional street trees,

will ensure street continuity, scale and character is

•

•

•

function of BIAs as primary business and shopping
28

landscaping and public art
26

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CONSULT/WEL-

LINGTON_CDP/INDEX_EN.HTML
27

HTTP://OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PLANNING/DESIGN_PLAN_

GUIDELINES/URBAN_DESIGN/INDEX_EN.HTML
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•
28

Create opportunities to coordinate landscaping
HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CONSULT/WEL-

LINGTON_CDP/INDEX_EN.HTML

29

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CONSULT/

HINTONBURG/INDEX_EN.HTML
30

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CONSULT/WEL-

LINGTON_RECONSTRUCT/INDEX_EN.HTML

maintained, uses are compatible and complement

include those relating to the zoning by-law 12 Zone

surrounding uses, as well as redevelop underutilized

(ZBL I2 Zone). It is important to note that the ZBL I2

lands.31 The City of Ottawa has created Urban Design

Zone of Bethany Hope Centre site does not have a

Guidelines for Traditional Mainstreets. The guidelines

height limit; this could permit development that is

that directly affect the intended use of the site can be

inconsistent with the Traditional Mainstreet 6-storey

found in Appendix 3.

approach to Wellington Street and with surrounding

In addition to the Traditional Mainstreet zoning of
Wellington Street and the corner parking lots (height
limit 19 meters), the Grace Manor Site is zoned
Major Institutional (FAR 1.5), the Rosemount Library,
Connaught School and Parkdale United Church are
zoned Minor Institutional, The Knights of Columbus
building is designated as a Community Leisure Facility
Zone, the Management Building is designated a
General Mixed Use Zone (FAR 1.5) and the Abbeyfield
Co-op is designated as Residential Fourth Density
Zone.32
Lastly, specific zoning by-laws and city
recommendations pertinent to the Community Block
31

HTTP://OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/BYLAW/A_Z/ZONING/PARTS/

properties. However, the ZBL I2 Zone I2 Zone requires
a minimum 7.5 m front yard setback which would
not be adequate enough to preserve the large open
green space and view to the front of the Bethany Hope
Centre. The ZBL TM Zone permits rear yard setback
of 0 m maximum from rear property line when abutting
non-residential zones, thereby, potentially allowing
built form to the lot line and disrupting visual and solar
access to north side of Rosemount Public Library
and privacy for occupants of a future development at
Rosemount parking lot.33
Parking is an important issue on the block and in the
neighbourhood in general. The City is aware of parking

IMAGES OF WELLINGTON STREET WEST, AN AREA ZONED AS

supply and demand issues along the corridor and

TRADITIONAL MAIN STREET WHICH RECENTLY UNDERWENT A

the substantial investment in road reconstruction is

STREET REDISGN PROCESS. (SOURCE: URBAN ROUTES 2008)

PT_10/INDEX_EN-07.HTML
32

HTTP://OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/BYLAW/A_Z/ZONING/PARTS/

INDEX_EN.HTML

33

HTTP://WWW.OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PUBLIC_CONSULT/WEL-

LINGTON_CDP/INDEX_EN.HTML
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SE

LRO

anticipated to make the area even more successful,
MCC

parking demands are expected to increase over time.

ORM

Some long term strategies to address the problem

LAND USE
Residential

R
SHE

Measures to promote walking, cycling, and transit

OKE

BRO

•

ANT
GR

ICK

might include:

use
•

Retail
Employment
Institutional
Parking

Requirements for infill development to provide an

Public park

FLOOR AREA RATIO

appropriate amount of on-street parking
•

Mixed-Use

Low(1 to 4)

N
TO
NG
LLI
WE

Special BIA programs to discourage on-street
parking by business owners 34

Medium (5 to 10)
High (over 10)

In conclusion, the review of the City of Ottawa’s
planning initiatives and guidelines are essential to
ensure that the proposed design strategies fall within
EMO

ROS

GL A

DST

ONE

UNT

N

design strategies that are outlined in the latter half

EY
ERL
BEV

ILTO

as what is desired by the community. The proposed

HAM

the scope of what is permitted on the site, as well

of this report take into account the above-mentioned
planning-related documents.
MAP 4: LAND USE AND FLOOR AREA RATIO
MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008

34

HTTP://OTTAWA.CA/CITY_SERVICES/PLANNINGZONING/2020/

TRANSPO/10_EN.SHTML
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3. SITE ANALYSIS
S
LRO

The analysis of the Community Block was based

E

MCC

on a visit to the site to assess sightlines and visual

ORM

barriers, accessibility, building orientation, green space,

R
SHE

ANT
GR

ICK

and activity patterns within the block. The study of

BRO

the existing conditions was conducted by mapping

OKE

the current land use, zoning, land ownership and
vegetation and topography of the site. Furthermore,
through brief meetings with representatives from Grace
Manor, the Connaught Public School and the Parkdale

N
TO
NG
LLI
WE

United Church, some of the individual issues with the
site and the specific needs for each institution were
identified (see Appendix 1 for Preliminary Stakeholder
Meeting Notes).

MO

E
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N
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GL A
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HAM

3.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
3.1.1 Urban Form
The Community Block is distinct from the neighbourhood’s urban fabric; the block is about three times as
large as the surrounding blocks. The buildings on the

MAP 5: CITY OF OTTAWA ZONING
MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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block are all large, detached buildings and some, such
as Grace Manor and Bethany Hope Center, are unique
HINTONBURG | COOPERATIVE GREENSPACE FOR THE COMMUNITY BLOCK | 23

S
LRO

in character. The setback on Wellington St. is signifi-

E

MCC

cant; Grace Manor and Bethany Hope Center are both

ORM

fronted by a wide yard which contributes to making that

R
SHE

ANT
GR

ICK

portion of the block feel more open and green than its

BRO

surroundings. Although the buildings on the block are

OKE

not generally very tall (Grace Manor is the tallest at 4
storeys), some buildings facing the block are 11 storeys
high, which contributes to making the site distinct from
the neighbourhood’s urban form.

N
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3.1.2 Vegetation and Topography

EMO

DST

ONE

UNT

N

GL A

block is dedicated to a large greenspace, behind the

EY
ERL
BEV

ILTO

Bethany Hope Center grounds. The inner space of the

HAM

ity Block, including several old growth trees on the

ROS

There are many trees and shrubs on the Commun-

Bethany Hope Centre there is a small grove of trees,
while behind Grace Manor there is a landscaped area
with berms, several new trees, and a walking path, as

MAP 6: VEGETATION

well as furniture such as a gazebos, benches and lamp

TREES AND SHRUBS ON THE SITE. MANY LARGE MATURE TREES ARE FOUND ON

posts. Again the greened setbacks on Wellington St.
are unique in the area and give the site a very open and
green appearance. In front of Parkdale United Church
24 | FINAL REPORT | URBAN ROUTES | 01 DECEMBER 08

THE SITE, AND WILL BE PRESERVED, BUT SEVERAL OVERGROWN AREAS WILL BE
TARGETED TO OPEN SIGHTLINES THROUGH THE BLOCK.
MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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There is a grade change on the block going up approxi-

ANT
GR

P

P

R
SHE

mately 2.5 meters, from Parkdale Ave. towards Rose-

24

P

BRO

mount Ave. The grade change represents a physical

P

OKE

barrier between the various properties on the block.

P

P
P

29

P

The grounds shared by Grace Manor and Bethany

P

P

11

P

P

N
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grade, there is a retaining wall between these two prop-

P
27
31

P

erties and the properties on Rosemount Ave., including
47

the school. Between the other properties on the block
P

and Grace Manor the grade change has been incorpor-

36

P

ated into the landscaping through the berms, so as to

48

P
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HAM

be more aesthetically pleasing.

SE

P

ly used by passer-by’s or workers on their breaks.

Hope Center have been levelled to be at the same

LRO

there is a small landscaped greenspace that is frequent-

3.1.3 Parking
A large portion of the open space on the block is
dedicated to parking. There are currently 290 parking
spaces contained within the block, not including the

MAP 7: PARKING AND ACCESS ON THE SITE
MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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on-street parking. There are two larger parking lots on
the most visible and accessible corners of the block,
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SE

LRO

at the corners of Rosemount Ave. and Wellington St.
MCC

and Parkdale Ave. and Wellington St. Although certain

ORM

stakeholders were adamant that their demand for park-

R
SHE

ANT
GR

ICK

ing outweighed the supply, this is most likely only the

BRO

case during peak times. There is also a large supply of

OKE

surface parking at the neighborhood level (see Map 7
for all the parking areas).
The parking lot edges on Wellington do not mark the
N
TO
NG
LLI
WE

important intersections at which they are located. The
area would benefit from an improved design and a better interaction between the parking lot and the street.

EMO

DST
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N

GL A

EY
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ILTO

cross the site. The Community Block lacks permeabil-

HAM

It is not possible to see through the site or to physically

ROS

3.1.4 Connectivity

ity and connectivity, even visual connections between
the properties on the block and the street are lacking.
Map 8 shows the sightlines from the inner space of the

MAP 8: CONNECTIONS

block.
VISUAL CONNECTIONS FROM KEY POINTS IN THE BLOCK ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN

There is currently a chain link fence along the perimeter
of the Grace Manor site, as well as a retaining wall separating it from the school and large rocks inserted in the
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GREY, WHILE FENCES AND STEEP SLOPE ARE NOTED IN ORANGE AND YELLOW
MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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landscaping. These create physical and visual barriers

be considered in the design of the site. For instance,

for the users of the site and between the tenants that

the current secured outdoor area adjacent to the Grace

Required Fences

occupy the block

Manor building must be preserved for the security of

Visual Tree/Shrub Barrier

3.2 ISSUES OF THE SITE
3.2.1 Barriers and Safety

the Alzheimer’s patients. Furthermore, the principal of

View Point

Connaught Public School clearly stated there must be
a fence with a locked gate around the school building.
Figure 2 shows which fences are required to stay in

Safety is an issue that was brought up by several of

Physical Barrier

N
TO
NG
LLI
WE

place no matter the design scenario.

the site’s stakeholders at the preliminary stakeholder
meetings. There is a vulnerable population that uses

As mentioned, sightlines and visual connections are

the site legitimately (children, Alzheimer’s patients) and

limited due to buildings, fences, trees, shrubs and the

there are issues about illegitimate uses of some proper-

physical terrain. Several open spaces on the block lack

ties. There are a number of nearby residents that are

a clear view from the street and these visual barriers

perceived as threats to the safety and cleanliness of the

within the site can reduce the perception of safety. The

site. There is currently a transition home for men who

tree grove behind Bethany Hope Center in particular

have just completed rehab adjacent to the elementary

has little visibility from the street and low supervision;

school, 47 units in two four-story buildings for persons

signs of illegitimate uses were seen during the site

with severe psychiatric illnesses (across the street) as

visit (garbage, beer bottles, holes in the fence).The

POTENTIAL SIGHTLINES FROM THE CENTRE OF THE BLOCK.

well as a general problem with crime, drug-use and

greenspace behind Grace Manor and the back of the

MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES 2008

prostitution in the neighbourhood. Fencing is required

Parkdale United Church parking lot would also benefit

in some areas to ensure the safety of some of the more

from increased visibility and supervision, especially if

vulnerable users of the block. As Grace Manor is a live-

they were opened to more users.

N

FIGURE 2: BARRIERS AND SAFETY:
AREAS WHICH WILL REMAIN ENCLOSED FOR SECURITY, AND

in care facility for the elderly, there are many residents
who have Alzheimer’s disease and whose safety must
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3.2.2 Front and Entrances

uneven.

Figure 3 shows building orientations; no buildings face

Though the spaces behind Bethany Hope Center and

the inner portion of the block. This creates a ‘backyard’

Grace Manor are currently underutilized, it is important

condition which makes access to the inner space dif-

to note that they are beautifully landscaped and that

ficult. It would be unsafe and contrary to good urban

they enhance the site. Other areas that are not used to

design practice to open this space up to public use as

their full potential are the numerous parking lots on the

is. It is important to include the ‘backyard’ condition of

site that are often empty during weekdays and fill up

the site into any design concept and ensure the space

only in the evenings or on weekends. Figure 3 shows

is well used and lively.

the development potential on the site, including the

Entrance
Front
Potential Intervention Site

two parking lots on Wellington St. that could be easily
developed into residential projects, capitalizing on
3.2.3 Patterns of Access and Use

N

rising property values in the area to offer underground
parking instead.

There are several car and pedestrian accesses to the
site. Some of the spaces are also used by children

FIGURE 3: DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL, FRONTS AND ENTRANCES

playing or as a strolling path for seniors (see Figure

THE STREET, WITH A PRIVATE ‘BACK YARD’ CONDITION WITHIN

THE BLOCK CONSISTS OF REGULAR BUILDINGS ORIENTED TO

4). There is a small paved path on the Grace Manor

THE BLOCK

grounds that is occasionally occupied by the elderly

MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES 2008

residents and their visitors, however, extending beyond
the path there is a sloped, grassy hill. This grassy
space is rarely used, as it is only accessible by the
Grace Manor residents and it is not an “elderly friendly”
space, as it is on a hillside and the terrain is quite
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3.2.4 Stakeholder Needs

active neighbourhood

Car Access
Pedestrian Access

During the initial conversations with the stakeholders

Playspace
Infrequently Used Space

wheel-chair friendly

usable space

several common needs where expressed. The detailed
results of the meetings with the key stakeholders and
site visit can be found in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2.

security

garden

Briefly, common concerns include:

•

There is a lack of greenspace and recreational
space for the tenants of the block. There are few
parks within the Hintonburg neighbourhood that
provide open greenspace or recreational activities
for the residents. There is also a demand for com-

N

shared space

play space

•

There is a lack of playspace on the block to accommodate the children from Connaught Public School

MOVEMENT INTO THE SITE OCCURS AT SEVERAL POINTS, AND
ACTIVITY PATTERNS ILLUSTRATE SOME AREAS ARE WELL USED,
AND OTHERS ARE INFREQUENTLY USED.

lack of greenspace
recreation

planters

supporting relationships

munity gardens in the area.

FIGURE 4: PATTERNS OF ACCESS AND USE

safety
parking management

supervision
outdoor space

unique block

FIGURE 5: A WORD MAP ILLUSTRATES SOME OF THE MOST
COMMON CONCERNS OF THE RESIDENTS OF THE BLOCK.

and from Parkdale United’s Sunday School and

THIS GRAPHIC WAS USED IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE

Camp Awesome summer camp.

INITIAL MEETING.

STAKEHOLDERS TO RECONFIRM KEY MESSAGES FROM OUR

MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES 2008

•

The library has no outdoor space of its own, either
in the front or in the back where it could accommodate children groups or create an outdoor reading
space;
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3.3 ASSETS OF THE SITE
Although there are numerous assets to consider, three

Parkdale Ave

Parkdale United
Parking Lot

Abbeyfield Co-op

Connaught Public
School Yard | Teacher Parking Lot

Grace Manor

Rosemont Ave

assets of the Community Block have been identified.
These are:

AA

MCCORMICK

3.3.1 Many potential users

GRANT
LADOUCEUR

There are 128 seniors currently living in Grace Manor,
225 children attending Connaught Public School as
Rosemont Ave

well as a growing number of parishioners that attend

Connaught Public
Parking Lot |School|Yard

Grace Manor
Landscaped Area | Residence

Parkdale United

Canad Post Facility
Parking Lot | Building

Parkdale Ave

Parkdale United Church. In addition to this, there are a
number of other residences contained within the block

MERTON

as well as a dense residential grid surrounding the

BB

STIRLING

space, there are many potential users from those who

HINCH

block. As the neighbourhood is lacking other green-

currently live within or frequent the block.
10

0

10

50m

BB
FIGURE 6: SECTIONS ILLUSTRATING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COMPONENTS OF
THE SITE, AND THE LARGE AMOUNT OF SPACE AVAILABLE TO WORK WITH.
URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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AA

3.3.2 An opportunity to bring the stakeholders
together

3.4 PROBLÉMATIQUE
Through the above analysis of the site, a diagnostic was

There is a mutually beneficial relationship for the chil-

formulated that incorporates the site’s strengths and

dren and for the elders on the Community Block. In the

weaknesses and the opportunities and constraints for

past, a literacy program has paired the elders with a

development. This diagnostic is presented below as our

child for reading time. The seniors also enjoy being able

problématique.

to observe the schoolchildren playing from the windows
of Grace Manor. The Minister of Parkdale United has
expressed his interest in further branching out to the
community and to the church’s neighbours.

The development of the greenspace concept plan is
possible because of the opportunities that the current
physical space allows for. While the site is not extensively large, it is sufficient in size to accommodate
additional uses and a new, user-friendly design.

attributed to the diversity of the users of the space (seniors, Alzheimer’s patients, and children) and due to the
nature of a space located in the centre of a block. The
current greenspace lacks a clear view from the street
and there are also a number of visual barriers within the
site that reduce the perception of safety. The Com-

The Community Block is a unique space. It is an

munity Block lacks permeability and connectivity, is not

unusually large block with an interior made up of a

easily accessible and does not currently respond to the

considerable amount of greenspace and is home to

needs of the community groups who inhabit the block.

valuable social service organizations. Through thoughtful design, the greenspace located within the block can

3.3.3 A space of sufficient size

In addition, there are a number of safety concerns

provide the occupants of the block a valuable amenity
in terms of recreation and fostering community cohesion.
Despite the physical potential of the space, as the

Based on this analysis, design recommendations,
project goals, preliminary design concepts and design
elements have been formulated to address the issues
of the site. The first hand observation and analysis of
the existing conditions on the site informed the specific
issues that are addressed in the following scenarios.

greenspace is located in the centre of the block, it is
not easily accessible and much of the open space
contained within the block has been dedicated to parking. Furthermore, the parking lots are not consistently
reaching capacity as the different organizations that
occupy the block have differences in peak demand for
parking.
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4. PRELIMINARY CONCEPT PLANS
4.1 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
Following the analysis of the site and its urban form, a
series of guidelines have been formulated to improve
conditions on the site and guide the siting of activities
(see Figure 7). The guidelines are to:
1.

Create a continuous streetfront on Wellington St.
and improve the dialogue between the street and
parking lots through a physical and visual barrier
such as a low wall.

2.

Improve Rosemount library’s visibility and ensure it
is part of the Wellington St. streetscape, even if it is
slightly removed.

3.

Maximize parking through shared parking strategies and possibly decrease the amount of space
dedicated to surface parking; use surface parking
to create additional recreational space; use surface
treatments (paint, paving, greening) to make
surface parking more attractive and open to other
uses.

4.

Create connections within the block, either private
or public. Well designed and well maintained paths
could generate enough usage to create supervision
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FIGURE 7: AREAS OF DESIGN INTERVENTION (NTS)
MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008

N

5.

ensuring the space remains safe.

could easily be taken and combined to create one final

Create visual connections by clearing shrubs and

concept plan that incorporates the elements chosen

greenery in strategic places; this will also enhance

by the stakeholders to address their wants and needs.

safety through increased visibility.

Project Goals
Problématique

Each scenario draws from the design guidelines in
selecting the location of the proposed activities in order

Research

to find ways to resolve the urban design issues men4.2 PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONCEPTS

tioned above. The design concepts were developed
through the amalgamation of stakeholder feedback and

The goals of the concept scenarios are to design a col-

research conducted on precedents and best practices.

laborative greenspace by:

The knowledge gained from these two processes was

1.

Intensifying underutilized areas within the block;

2.

Ensuring the safety of all users;

3.

Integrating green management practices and infrastructure to increase the well-being of all users

OUR DESIGN
PROCESS

Analysis
Talking to
Users

Concept C
Concept A

Concept B

then examined to measure its suitability to the Hintonburg context. Always in mind were the management,
funding and policy constraints that could surface as
roadblocks for implementation.

FIGURE 8: THE THREE DESIGN CONCEPTS ARE A STEP IN THE
DESIGN PROCESS, TO BE CONTINUED BASED ON THE INPUT `
FROM THE STAKEHOLDERS

Using the above goals as guidance, three concept
plans for the Community Block have been formulated,
each incorporating different elements that address the
issues of visual and physical access, recreational and
greenspace, and parking. While each concept plan emphasizes different degrees of sharing space within the
block, the design elements described on each board
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4.2.1 SCENARIO A: SEPARATE SPACE

with the concept of Woonerfs or shared streets, parking
lots can be transformed into multipurpose spaces using

The first concept plan has the theme of separate space.

a little paint and some good parking management. A

It is composed of design elements which can be used

part of the parking lot can be kept car free with a gate

to maximize space, create new opportunities for recrea-

when parking demand is low and be dedicated to

tion and relaxation, while still maintaining the separately

another activity, such as a playspace, sports field, or to

04

used spaces that currently exist. In this concept, no

house a container garden. When parking demand is at

3A

areas are used co-operatively. Instead, landowners can

its peak the gate can be opened to allow cars in.

1A

Recreational Space: Seniors living at Grace Manor

2A

independently apply different elements of the plan to
improve their individual sites. It is meant to use a DIY
approach and it proposes easily implemented activities
that don’t require any zoning changes or extensive site
modifications.

WELLINGTON

05

are in need of an accessible recreational space. Bocce,
shuffleboard courts, or senior exercises stations are
easy to implement and would enhance Grace Manor’s
living environment. In order to avoid extensive landscaping, the recreational space was placed behind the

DESIGN ELEMENTS
Container Gardens: Gardening was an activity that all
stakeholders expressed an interest in. Container gardening is an increasingly popular method for setting up
urban gardens that requires little investment. Container

N

Bethany Hope Center since its continuously at grade
with Grace Manor. Regardless of the activity to be sited

ABOVE: CONCEPTUAL LAYOUT OF ELEMENTS (NTS)

behind the Bethany Hope Center, an increased activity

OPPOSITE TOP: VIEW OF POSSIBILITIES FOR PARKDALE

level in this area would benefit the whole block since it

UNITED PARKING LOT. INTERVENTIONS ILLUSTRATED INCLUDE

would also increase safety.

CONTAINER GARDENING, DIVERSIFIED PARKING USES, VISUAL
CONNECTIONS, GATES AND RECREATIONAL SPACE.

gardening is a flexible option, suitable for a number

Visual Connections: Removing shrubs and foliage as

OPPOSITE BOTTOM: FIVE ELEMENTS OF THIS SCENARIO

of surfaces and easily adaptable for a variety of users,

well as planning sightlines through the block will also

ALL ILLUSTRATIONS BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008

from children to the disabled.

increase safety as well as foster good neighbouring

Multipurpose Parking Lots: An option first developed
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practices.

PARKING:

1A

CONNECTIONS:

GARDEN:

DIVERSIFIED USES

2A

RECREATIONAL
SPACE

OPEN GATES

CONTAINER GARDEN

3A
04

VISUAL
CONNECTIONS

05
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monitoring parking usage over a long period of time,

space can contain furniture such as chairs and tables,

the stakeholders could draw an accurate portrait of

a barbecue, a pavilion, special lighting, anything that

their parking offer and demand. Following this they

is appealing to the intended users. When a member

could implement a shared parking strategy and create

of one of the organizations wished to make use of

a schedule to assign parking to certain lots at certain

the community space for a special event, such as a

times. This could free up parking space for other uses,

picnic, a celebration, an outdoor exhibition, etc., they

either temporarily or permanently. Reconfiguring the

could reserve the space according to a predetermined

parking lots through careful design could also help to

system, using the space could be free or a fee could be

achieve the same purpose.

charged.

the hands of the landowners who would decide to what

Permanent Garden: A shared vegetable garden could

Gates and Informal Paths: Gates between the prop-

degree and under which circumstances they would

be implemented at this stage; it could be in the earth

erties could be installed in the fences. Informal paths

open their space to other groups. This scenario is

or in containers. Permanent planters, such as raised

leading through the site could also be created to

based on the idea of good neighbouring practices and

planters for easy wheelchair access, could be built and

facilitate the access to the shared programming. These

requires formal or informal agreements between the

become a permanent addition to the site. This would

could remain locked and only be opened under the

stakeholders.

involve freeing up part of parking lots or coming to an

supervision of a designated person when an activity is

agreement to share a space on Grace Manor’s land. A

scheduled to take place.

4.2.2 SCENARIO B: SHARED PROGRAMMING
The second concept plan looks at the idea of shared
programming. These elements can be used to promote
some cooperative use of spaces through agreed upon
programming and scheduling. However, cooperative
space is limited to a few select areas, where occupants
of the block can participate in cooperatively organized
programming but still maintain the majority of their
separate spaces. Control of the spaces would still be in

permanent garden could be an opportunity for comDESIGN ELEMENTS

munity education programs or to partner members
of different organizations (school children, seniors,

Shared Parking: Parking demand varies for each

churchgoers) together.

stakeholder on the block, and while the present parking
lots can seem to be at capacity at some very specific

Shared Community Space: A shared outdoor space

times, they are largely underused at others. By closely

can be created to be used for special occasions. This
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Community Art: Community Art is an art form that
involves the community, a mix between community
outreach and public art, it could be an interesting way
to involve the block tenants and create a visual identity
for the Community Block.

PARKING:

GARDEN:

CONNECTIONS:

SHARED STRATEGY

SHARED SPACE

INFORMAL PATHS

1B

2B

3B

TOP: VIEW OF THE SPACE BEHIND

06

GRACE MANOR REDESIGNED AS A
SHARED SPACE, WHICH COULD BE UTILIZED
BY VISITING FAMILIES FOR GRACE MANOR

COMMUNITY
ART

RESIDENTS, CHURCH EVENTS, SCHOOL SPECIAL
OCCASIONS, AS WELL AS POSSIBLY BY OTHER
USERS OF THE SITE SUCH AS CANADA POST
WORKERS AT LUNCH.
BOTTOM: FIVE ELEMENTS OF THIS SCENARIO

06

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

07

3B
1B
2B
N

AND CONCEPTUAL LAYOUT OF ELEMENTS (NTS)
ALL ILLUSTRATIONS BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008
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4.2.3 SCENARIO C – “SHARED COMMUNITY

would increase the permeability of the site while giv-

USES”

ing local residents some additional open space and

The third concept plan calls for a major redevelopment
of the block and includes public spaces. In this plan,
the Community Block will become a space that is used
cooperatively by the occupants of the block as well

recreational space. Through appropriate design the

08
WELLINGTON

path could be made very safe, if it was well used by
local residents it would increase the activity levels on

09

the block increasing safety and making for a livelier
environment.

3C

emphasize interaction and shared spaces within the

Public Plaza: The parking lot on the corner of Rose-

1C

block, as well as opening up the site to the public with

mount Ave. and Wellington St. could give way to a

2C

formal paths and public plazas. This scenario builds

public plaza. This site is ideal for this use because it

on the underutilized spaces on the block to bring in

faces several heritage buildings and opens on to the

maximum utility for all users and create a vision for long

public library. This would increase the library’s visibility -

term planning.

providing a façade opening onto the plaza was created

as the surrounding community. The design elements

N

- and could give library users an outdoor space to read

DESIGN ELEMENTS

in. The plaza would connect to the path behind the

ABOVE: CONCEPTUAL LAYOUT OF ELEMENTS (NTS)

library which would work towards resolving the safety

OPPOSITE TOP: VIEW OF THE FAMILY PLAZA ELEMENT; A

issues of those “backyard” spaces.
Green Parking Lots: Surface parking on the block can

REDEVELOPMENT OF THE PARKING LOT AT WELLINGTON AND
ROSEMONT. THIS IMAGE ALSO ILLUSTRATES AN IMPROVED
FACADE FOR THE LIBRARY ON WELLINGTON, AS WELL AS

be made more environmentally friendly through the

Residential Development: There is potential for

addition of permeable surface paving, rain gardens and

increased residential space on the block, any new

ACCOMMODATE THE PARKING SPACE AS UNDERGROUND

the planting of trees.

buildings would not have to contradict the community

AND WELLINGTON.

nature of the block, and actually the block would be an
Formal Public Paths: A path crossing the inner block
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ideal location for more senior housing or low income

REDEVELOPMENT ON SALVATION ARMY LAND WHICH COULD
PARKING, AND WOULD ENTAIL AT GRADE RETAIL ON THE PLAZA

OPPOSITE BOTTOM: FIVE ELEMENTS OF THIS SCENARIO
ALL ILLUSTRATIONS BY URBAN ROUTES, 2008

1C

PARKING:

GARDEN:

CONNECTIONS:

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

PERMANENT SPACE

FORMAL PATHS

2C

3C

FAMILY
PLAZA

08

DEVELOPMENT
SITES

09
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housing. The parking lot on the corner of Parkdale Ave.
and Wellington St. would be an ideal location for a high
density residential building with commercial uses on
the ground floor. The Bethany Hope Center could also
be transformed to face the plaza as well as Wellington St. and additional space could be added behind
the actual building, over it, or replacing it completely,
depending on the current owners’ plans. These two
new buildings would benefit from the rising property
values in the neighbourhood and interesting amenities
such as underground parking, access to a public plaza
and path and access to recreational space behind the
building.

encroaching prospects.
While the character or “spirit” of the Community Block
should not be transformed, revenue opportunities which
may add amenities and services should be explored.
For example, as mentioned, the two most prominent
corners of the block, Wellington St. and Parkdale Ave.
and Wellington St. and Rosemont Ave. are currently
used as outdoor, ground level parking lots. If these
spaces do remain as parking lots, there are many aesthetic and structural improvements that could be made
to make these entrances to the Community Block more
inviting, welcoming and safe. Alternatively, the parking lots could be developed perhaps with a community

Over the last few years, Ottawa has seen property val-

service-oriented function and parking space could be

ues rise substantially in several neighbourhoods, based

placed underground.

on rising market values. Hintonburg is by no means
excluded from these forces and for existing property
owners, these rising values can present opportunities
for financial gains through renting or leasing out space
or selling off unused land for profit. Wellington Street
is experiencing a drastic change in physical form and
commercial strength, and the Community Block should
position itself so that it can best take advantage of these
40 | FINAL REPORT | URBAN ROUTES | 01 DECEMBER 08

The recuperation of money for excess or underused
land on the Block is already occurring. At the corner
of Parkdale Ave. and Wellington St., the Salvation Army
has sold two parking spaces to the City of Ottawa and
is currently renting out several to private users. As well,
the Salvation Army is currently renting out billboard
space on that same corner. Further development

opportunities and land valuation strategies should be
explored, without compromising the basic values and
needs of the block such as its community based focus
and the user’s need for parking.

4.3 IMPLEMENTATION, MANAGEMENT AND

this reason that we suggest a “handshake agreement”

It is hoped that this project will help convince the neigh-

MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES FOR GREENSPA-

among the neighbours who want to be involved in this

bours of the block to relate differently to their properties

CES

project. Commitment pressures are often intimidat-

and to see some of their land as a “shared space.” This

ing and may prove to be a barrier to the organizational

shared space allows an extension of the landowner’s

process. By keeping agreements informal, these pres-

current uses for the added value of community cooper-

sures of commitment may be relieved. There are many

ation, interaction and recreation.

4.3.1 Implementation Strategies: Establishing a Progressive Community Group
In order to implement a shared community space, it is

benefits to forming an oral agreement which may in

necessary for the future users of this space to work col-

fact lead to a more formalized and inclusive community

laboratively in determining its function, usage, design,

organization.

4.3.2 Management Strategies

There could be an open, unofficial discussion to hash

In order for the Community Block to successfully

out the logistics of a shared space and how the space

manage a shared space, it is recommended that they

would be developed and shared. Since the result of

create a management plan for the site. There are many

these discussions would not be binding or enforceable,

strategies which have proven to be successful when

neighbours would be able to test out strategies without

creating a management plan. The City of Sydney,

the pressure of permanence. With the success of such

Australia has recognized the importance of a detailed

an informal, cooperative program, the neighbours that

management plan for a community garden project in

have currently been uninterested in participating in the

their Getting Started in Community Gardening guide.35

process may be more willing to take part as they see

A successful management plan should include the fol-

Ideally, the property owners of the block could form a

progress occurring without the consequences of great

lowing components:

multi-lateral group to move forward with development

risks. By keeping the structure of the organization fairly

and programming strategies. This solution however

“loose,” it will allow the neighbours to participate how

is less than appropriate as not all of the owners are

ever much or little as they would like.

location and programming potential. This collaboration
may take the form of a new community entity, however;
there is a desire amongst the parties involved to keep
such an organization relatively informal and without
the pressure of a formal commitment (see Appendix
4). While it is necessary that the future of the block be
guided through a multilateral process, less formal types
of organizational agreements will perhaps be more
valuable in this situation.

interested in collaborating on such a project. It is for

•
35

Statement of purpose;

THOMAS, F., GETTING STARTED IN COMMUNITY GARDENING

(SYDNEY: CITY OF SYDNEY, 2008), 13.
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•

Aims and objectives, including the long term vision
for the garden;

•

Considerations of accessibility including proximity
to public transport

systems.36 These include:

•

Posting rosters for specific tasks;

•

Creating a logbook for recording specific tasks

•

Proposed management structure;

•

Proposed induction process for volunteers;

This type of management plan can be applied to any

•

Proposed risk management framework and com-

type of co-operatively used and managed greenspace

undertaken – this shows clearly who is doing the

pleted risk assessment;

and is not limited to community gardens. A plan of man-

work;

•

Provision for public liability insurance;

agement also demonstrates to the landowner and to the

•

Proposed decision-making framework and conflict

funding bodies that an appropriate level of thought and

resolution processes;

research has been undertaken before implementing the

•

Creating work-groups for specific tasks; and

Proposed policy regarding sustainable land

project.

•

Incorporating social activities into the regular

•

•

Allocating specific roles and responsibilities with
corresponding incentives where appropriate

management including management of soil, water,

schedule of work

energy, organic and non-organic waste, biodiversity and building materials;

•
•
•

Proposed policy regarding access, equity and

4.3.3 Maintenance Strategies

membership;

The maintenance of a greenspace is often allocated

Proposed policy for the allocation and manage-

to the city, but in the case of a private greenspace de-

ment of plot gardens;

velopment, it is often the landowners and users who are

Proposed funding model, e.g. membership fees,

responsible for maintenance.

fundraising, grants;

•

Proposed policy regarding drugs and alcohol,
including smoking onsite;

•

Any potential partnerships the group envisages,
e.g. with local schools;

•

Contact details for project coordinators; and

The Community Bock could employ tools used at other
projects to help them develop a maintenance strategy.
The City of Sydney has identified some tools that can
assist in the smooth functioning of garden maintenance
36

THOMAS, F., GETTING STARTED IN COMMUNITY GARDENING

(SYDNEY: CITY OF SYDNEY, 2008), 25.
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4.4 FUNDING STRATEGIES
How to fund future Community Block projects has been
shown to be a key concern of many stakeholders (see
Appendix 4). Aside from possible grant programs that
could be applied for (see Appendix 5) there are three
other possibilities for raising funds for such commun-

greater community. Some ideas for fundraising may
include block-wide consignment sales, bake sales and
change donation boxes at local businesses. De-

In order to protect both the users of the greenspace

donations in supplies, labour and time may be more

and the landowners against charges if an injury on the

useful and more easily acquired.

site occurs, it is recommended that the greenspace be

Renting out advertising, parking or recreational space

rental incomes either from renting out advertising space

is a viable solution to the funding dilemma however,

or charging a user fee for external organizations who

it may be more suitable in a few years time, if a col-

wish to use the space and facilities on the block. The

laborative bond is formed and maintained between the

benefit to the collaborative need for funding is that

landowners of the block. At this time, revenues from

there are many options for fundraising campaigns to

such endeavours are not shared amongst the block and

be cooperative and fun, in addition to working towards

as profit-sharing may be a viable option in the future, it

a rewarding objective. A fundraising campaign could

is currently not an applicable solution.

awareness for the projects and garner support for future

4.5.1 Insurance

pending on the type of project that will be undertaken,

ity projects. These include donations, fundraising and

be a community-wide event which will help generate

4.5 LEGAL ISSUES

covered by liability insurance. The stakeholders in the
project can either purchase a policy specifically for the
greenspace or have an organization that already has
liability insurance sponsor the space. Having users of
the greenspace sign Participant Waivers that release
the landowners from any damages is another way to
protect landowners. Every year, the insurance coverage
should be reviewed as progress and changes to the
project may occur, which could change requirements
and/or premium costs.

undertakings.
Fundraising and donation collecting can be used to
raise money either by the block’s individual landowners
or as a collective group. If done as a collaborative
group, these events can be a great way of getting other
landowners on the block to support the project and the
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5. FINAL CONCEPT PLAN
5.1 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION PROCESS
On November 5th 2008 a stakeholder consultation meeting was held by Urban Routes in Ottawa. The meeting
took place from 1:00 - 3:00 PM at the Rosemont Library.

Irene Cameron, Derrick Gullage, Inta Douglas and Dr.
Anthony Bailey were also invited to bring a guest to the
meeting, who might have an interest in the project as
well.

The purpose of this meeting was for Urban Routes to

The stakeholders that attended the meeting were

present Scenarios A, B and C to the interested stake-

Debbie Graves, Dr. Anthony Bailey, a senior member

holders, and to receive feedback from the stakeholders

of Parkdale United Church, and the Rosemont Library

who agreed to participate.

Director. In addition, Michel Fromjmovic and Jacob

The stakeholders that were invited to the meeting
included:

•
•

Derrick Gullage (Captain), Executive Director of the

meeting. The meeting was organized and carried out by
the five members of Urban Routes.

Salvation Army Grace Manor

The stakeholder consultation meeting agenda was as

Debbie Graves (Major), Executive Director of the

follows:

Bethany Hope Centre

•

Ritchie of Creative Neighbourhoods participated in the

Mr. Perry Rowe, Executive Director of the Transition
House, Salvation Army

Open House (1:00-1:20pm)

•

Display of presentation boards. Guests were invited
to examine them prior to the presentation

•

Dr. Anthony Bailey, Parkdale United Church

•

Irene Cameron, Principal of Connaught Public

Introductions (1:20-1:35pm)

School

•

Introduction of Urban Routes, Creative Neighbour-

•

Inta Douglas, Librarian at Rosemont Library

hoods, and our involvement in the project

•

Jacob Ritchie, Creative Neighbourhoods

Introduction of attendees

•

Michel Fromjmovic, Creative Neighbourhoods

PHOTOS FROM CONSULTATION MEETING WITH STAKEHOLDERS, 5
NOV 2008 (SOURCE: URBAN ROUTES 2008)
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Introduction to Project (1:35pm – 1:45pm)

•

Explanation of the purpose of the meeting, our
expectations from our attendees and the objectives
of the meeting

5.2 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION RESULTS

Comments from Parkdale United Church

5.2.1 Comments From Attendees of Stakeholder

The church expressed at the meeting that they liked the

Consultation Meeting

idea of having a shared space but recognizes the level

Presentation of the Project (1:45 – 2:05)

Through the questions, answers and discussion that

•

occurred at the stakeholder consultation meeting, key

Presentation of the concept Scenarios A, B and C

Initial Remarks by the Participants (2:05 – 2:15)

points and concerns were raised regarding the three

•

A discussion to give everyone the opportunity to

preliminary concept plans for the Community Block.

express their initial feedback or remarks

These comments were broken down into the follow-

Open Discussion (2:15-2:35)

ing sections: Comments from Parkdale United Church,

•

Map of the site on the table to facilitate the discus-

Comments from the Bethany Hope Centre, Comments

sion

from the Rosemount Libarary and General Comments.

Integration of discussion cards to generate ideas

A detailed record of the comments made at the stake-

and concepts

holder consultation meeting can be found in

Sharing of likes/dislikes within the concepts

Appendix 4.

•
•

Concluding Remarks by Participants (2:35 – 2:50)

•

A roundtable of the attendees “final say”

Conclusion (2:50 – 3:00)

•

Summary of attendees remarks and opinions

•

Exchange of contact information

•

Explanation of next steps in the project

•

Explanation of our final deliverables and due dates
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of work and organization that will have to be involved in
managing such a space. Particular projects that were
of interest to the church include: public/community art,
garden (community, container, etc.), creating a play
space on parking lots for children to use during off-peak
parking hours, and opening the block up through the
use of gates. However, with any project that is planned,
we must consider the church’s need for parking
during peak hours as well as take into consideration
unplanned events that sometimes occur at the church
(e.g. funerals) that may disturb scheduled programming
that was planned for their space. The church emphasized the need for having presentation tools that would
allow them to present our final concept plan to their
governing boards, community, the City, etc. in order to
further develop the project.

Comments from Bethany Hope Centre

Comments from Rosemount Library

The representative from the Bethany Hope Centre also

The library currently has a story time in the park pro-

recognized a garden as an element that might have

gram and recognizes that it would be beneficial to have

potential for their site. She also expressed an interest

a greenspace on the block for the local children to use.

in creating a connection between the Bethany Hope

The librarian pointed out that the library also has little

Centre and the Rosemount Library (e.g. a nature walk

street presence because there is nothing on Wellington

that connects the two buildings).

Street to draw people up Rosemount. She liked the idea

The idea of creating a Community Block organization

of giving the building more street presence (through

arose during the consultation meeting. The stakehold-

signage, etc.). The idea of having free wireless internet

ers’ idea was to start with one project, and if successful,

and an outdoor library was also proposed but it was

move on to another project. They agreed that moving

identified that a project like that might become very

incrementally would be ideal. However, the stakehold-

complicated.

ers also recognized that different organizations can

However, the Bethany Hope Centre representative was
concerned with the idea of opening up their space to
outside users, due to liability issues. She was also concerned about the cost of the design elements and how
they would be funded. She pointed out that if the block

and take into account the level of planning required to

of parking and consulting the City about treeplanting
programs and grants. Also, if the final design concept
plan includes the creation of formal gates with pathways, it would show that the space is for transit and not
for loitering or illicit purposes.

be territorial. The stakeholders agreed that an informal

was opened up using a locked gate, they would need
to establish who has the burden of control for the space

tially coordinating with the City of Ottawa for screening

organization for residents on the block to keep the
General Comments

pieces of the project together might be more successful than another formal committee. There is already

accomplish opening up the space. The Bethany Hope

Overall, attendees of the meeting agreed that they

Centre also does not like the idea of putting activities

some cooperation between organizations on the

would like Urban Routes to provide examples of how

for Grace Manor residents on their property. Lastly, she

block. This cooperation could be built upon to create

communities have set up multilateral groups, address

pointed out that the Salvation Army’s governing council

informal agreements between organizations regarding

liability concerns, suggest management strategies,

is nationwide and their centre in Toronto oversees all

the creation of a shared space. Each group member

and identify cost, funding and legal issues in the final

the properties and that any decision made about Salva-

would have to ‘sell’ the concept plan to his or her own

design concept plan. Other general ideas that were

tion Army land would be made at this level.

stakeholders. Having the tools (e.g. presentation tools)

proposed at the consultation meeting included poten-

would be essential for making the involved organizaHINTONBURG | COOPERATIVE GREENSPACE FOR THE COMMUNITY BLOCK | 47

tions realize the benefit of the project.

Urban Routes, following the consultation, that if they
were to become involve in the project, certain Salvation
Army protocol must be followed.

5.2.2 Summary of Consultation Meeting Results

5.2.3 Next Steps and Final Deliverables
After reviewing the results of the stakeholder consultation meeting, it has been concluded that the next steps

In particular, the stakeholders were interested in

in this project are to create a final design concept that

From the comments made at the stakeholder consulta-

creating informal multilateral groups and agreements

incorporates all the comments and concerns raised at

tion meeting it can be concluded that the majority of

between organizations to further the development,

the meeting and provide the stakeholders with presen-

stakeholders are interested in improving their individual

implementation, management and maintenance of the

tation materials they can use to present the elements

properties to maximize space and create new opportun-

project. Since each stakeholder has a governing board

of the final design concept to their governing boards,

ities for recreation and relaxation, with the possibility of

(which they must receive approval from for any project),

other members of the community, and the City of Ot-

sharing some of the space through programming within

the stakeholders requested that Urban Routes provide

tawa in the future. Our final deliverables include this

the block. From the potential design elements pre-

materials that they could use to present the project to

final report, information brochures and a PowerPoint

sented to the stakeholders, the most popular include:

their boards, the community and the City, in order to

presentation that provide key information for each ele-

gardens (container, permanent, etc.), community art,

progress the project in the future.

ment found in the final design concept; all of which will

multipurpose parking lots, and the possibility of opening the block up through the use of gates.

It is from the results of this consultation meeting that
final design concept plan was derived.

be presented to Creative Neighbourhoods and made
available through them to the rest of the Community
Block stakeholders. These documents will be delivered

Parkdale United Church in particular was enthusiastic

to Creative Neighbourhoods by December 2nd, 2008.

about the project and expressed an interest in pursuing

For the future development of the project, Creative

the development of the above elements in the future.

Neighbourhoods will act as the key contact for informa-

The Rosemount Library also expressed some interest

tion and resources required by stakeholders wishing to

in the project, but because of their lack of land, they

pursue a project on their land.

recognize that the options for their space are more limited. The Bethany Hope Centre representative informed
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5.3 FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
The culmination of the work and research conducted

be implemented with various levels of stakeholder

ground information that will be necessary before any

has led to four design elements which can be used to

cooperation. For this reason, we have developed four

project is undertaken. The format of our final design

integrate, beautify and create valuable programming

independent design concepts that can be implemented

concept reflects our understanding of the needs of the

opportunities for the stakeholders of the Community

as single elements or as a cohesive “community block

stakeholders and the necessity for a flexible implemen-

Block. At the outset of the project, it was envisioned

plan.” While we have worked to gauge levels of interest

tation strategy.

that the output would be one cohesive plan that in-

and to introduce possible cooperative partnerships

volved and addressed all of the occupants of the block.

opportunities, it will ultimately be up to the stakeholders

Through the consultation process, it was determined

to determine which elements will be implemented and

that since the stakeholders have different levels of inter-

through which means these projects will be realized

est and desire to work in collaboration, the interested

(collaborative or solitary). Included in the design con-

stakeholders would benefit best from a plan that could

cepts are viable methods for implementation and back-

Container Gardening

Multiuse Parking

Community Art

Gates
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CONTAINER GARDENING

Container gardens are highly productive, very
compact and can be removed when not in use
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Container gardening is the practice of growing plants
in containers or pots, instead of planting them in the
ground. This method is often used for ornamental
purposes, but is increasingly popular for production
gardens in urban areas. Container gardening allows
greening a balcony, rooftop, paved or asphalted
space without conducting any extensive renovations.
Container gardening is also easy to implement
incrementally, adding or removing containers when
necessary or when resources change.
Container gardens use “new” soil, eliminating
problems relating to soil-borne disease, unproductive
or contaminated soil and reduces weed problems.
A further advantage of containers is that they can be
made mobile which increases control over sunlight
and temperature. Sub-irrigation systems are a form of
container gardening that increases productivity and
reduces maintenance time.
Containers range from simple pots to complex
automatic irrigation systems. Containers can be made
from recycled material, purchased planters, wood, or a
variety of combinations. Where permanent containers

CONTAINER GARDENING FOR SANTROPOL ROPROULANT,
A MONTREAL NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
(SOURCE: WWW.SANTROPOLROULANT.ORG)

can be built, a garden’s accessibility can be increased
through the use of raised planters affording wheelchair
access, and adding poles and lattice to containers as
well as furniture can help create a landscaped space.
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SUCCESS STORY
Santropol Roulant, a meals-on-wheels service for the
elderly, and Alternatives joined forces to create Rooftop
Garden Projects, an organization that promotes
urban agriculture in Montréal. Le Jardin du Roulant
is Santropol’s own demonstration garden, there
volunteers and staff collaborate to produce vegetables
for the meals-on-wheels service and it is also the spot
where public events and workshops are held and
new gardening techniques developed. Le Jardin du
Roulant is currently located on the McGill campus, on
a paved path and a small terrace. In 2006 a third of the
summer’s produce came from this soil-less container
garden. After being supported for four years by
Alternatives, Santropol now fully manages their garden.

THE GARDEN FOR SATROPOL ROULANT IS LOCATED IN
DOWNTOWN MONTREAL, AND ADDS GREENSPACE AT
THE SAME TIME AS PRODUCING FOOD.
(SOURCE: WWW.SANTROPOLROULANT.ORG)
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HOW IT COULD WORK

Group Production
Group Gardening Volunteers work in the garden, the
production is put in common and divided amongst the
volunteers or given to a predetermined organization (i.e.
a soup kitchen)

Individual Gardening
Each person or family tends their own container garden
and keeps the production for themselves

Multi Organization
Two or more organizations can share the space, the
labour and costs of setting up the garden then the
maintenance work and production is kept separate.

•

Home Depot Grant

•

Recycled Containers

•

Material Donations ( soil compost tools
accessories)

•

Volunteers

•

Free expertise request from NGO’s

MULTI ORGANIZATION

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

•
•
•
•
•
•

Containers
Soil + Compost
Seeds or Plants
Water (hose, watering cans, rain water)
Gardening Tools
Accessories such as wooden or bamboo poles,
metal rods, fishing wire, lattice

•
•
•
•

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

FUNDING

Labour
Gardening Knowledge
A Level Surface
Liability Insurance

ABOVE AND RIGHT: CONTAINERS CAN BE CONSTRUCTED TO
PROVIDE SEATING, AND ALSO TO BE WHEELCHAIR FRIENDLY
(SOURCE: WWW.THEABLEGARDENER.COM)
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MULTIPURPOSE PARKING LOTS

Parking can be transformed into play spaces during the
day, while capacity is maintained for peak periods.
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Parking lots are typically only used at capacity at certain
peak periods in the day or week. To increase open
space and still meet peak parking demand it is possible
to transform parking lots into multipurpose spaces.
This can be done by designating other uses that can
take place in the parking lot when there are no cars or
fewer cars. Typical uses that can be shared with parking
include play areas, a sports fields, leisure or garden
spaces, and market places. Several props can be
used to reinforce the dual nature of the space, such as
painting the asphalt, closing off part of the space with
gates, putting in furniture that can be removed (chairs,
a stage), lighting and more.

In order to implement such a space it is important to
conduct occupancy counts at several times during the
day and during different periods of the year in order
to have a good knowledge of parking needs, and
determine how much space is available and at what
times.

PARKING SPACE CAN BE MANTAINED
WITH CREATIVE PAINTING OF THE SPACE.
(SOURCE: WWW.BARISTANET.TYPEPAD.COM)
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SUCCESS STORY

with little playspace. At the previous facility the children

Shelter Network’s First Step for Families is a unique

utilized the daytime vacant parking lot for many of their

facility which served 700 homeless children and
parents during its first year. First Step for Families
provides homeless families with shelter, food, and basic
necessities, as well as comprehensive support services.
When designing the project it became clear there was
a lack of amenities for the children staying at the center
during the day while their parents worked or to sought
employment. An on site day care was provided but

activities, such a basketball, bicycle riding and other

HOW IT COULD WORK
Informal Uses

ball games. It was suggested a portion of the required

The multipurpose part of the parking lot is the last to

parking lot could serve as an adjunct play surface area

be filled, the space is open to other activities through

that would triple the children’s play area. A daytime gate
was designed and issues such as employee parking

ground markings or furniture, no gates close the space

areas, trash storage, collection, and delivery access

off.

were resolved. The playground parking lot is painted

Reserved Uses

in playful bright colors and patterns with a durable
polymer adhesive paint.

The multipurpose part of the parking lot is reserved for
other uses at specific times of the day or during some
periods in the year, such as a basketball court that is
open in the afternoon, a community garden during the
summer, or a fair or bazaar during a specific weekend.
Gates and signs can be used to close off the space.

FIRST STEP’S PARKING LOT CAN BE USED FOR PLAY, PARKING
OR A SMALL GATHERING.
(SOURCE: WWW.SHELTERNETWORK.ORG)
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED

•

A good knowledge of parking needs (parking

RESERVED

INFORMAL

EXISTING

counts)

•

A schedule for parking and other activities

•

Gates, cones or planters to close off
multipurpose space

•

Asphalt Paint

•

Sport Equipment (basketball or hockey nets)

•

A sign restricting access

•

Agreement on supervision if to be used by

FUNDING

•

Grants

•

Donations (paint, sports material)

•

Joint fundraising if to be used by 2 or more
organizations

•

Small fee (if to be used by an event such as a
fair or a Christmas tree sale)

children

•

Liability Insurance

LEFT AND ABOVE: GROUND MARKINGS CAN BE
STRAIGHFORWARD, AND STILL MARK A SPACE AS A PLAY AREA.
(SOURCE: WWW.PLAYQUEST.CO.UK/MARKINGS.HTM)
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COMMUNITY ART

A community art project builds connections between
institutions on the block, and creates an identity
for the Community Block in the neighbourhood
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Community art is comprised of community,
neighborhood and public art practices with roots in
social justice and popular education and emphasizes
community involvement and collaboration. It is art for
social change and involves the empowerment of the
community members who come together to create
artwork with artists. Urban revitalization projects in
which artwork is created at a neighborhood level
are a recent combination of community art with
environmental and sustainability activism.

Community art is an interesting way to create a bond
between members of a community as well as leave a
physical proof of that bond that can come to symbolize
their identity. Community art can take any form and
can be as ambitious or as localized as the community
wishes it to be. It can involve the participation of the
community at all levels, from the visioning process to
creating the actual piece and raising funds for it.

ART PROJECTS CAN UTILIZE A WALL, A GATE, A FENCE OR GARDEN
(SOURCE: WWW.ALIVINGLIBRARY.ORG)
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SUCCESS STORY
Investing in Children is a London ON-based not for
profit organization that creates unique opportunities for
children and families to be involved in the community.
They have several projects including many community
arts projects. These take the form or murals, sculptures,
paintings, banners, flags and even lanterns. The
children are always involved in the brainstorming

HOW IT COULD WORK
sessions, they also select the themes and images and
participate in the painting or colouring of the pieces.
These projects give many children and students the
opportunity make a positive impact on their community
through the installation of a permanent art fixture.

Multilateral Art
The artwork can be commissioned to a single artist,
who takes his inspiration from the community. Each
organization contributes in its own way through
materials, donations or providing a space.

Community Creation
Members of the community create the artwork
themselves, such as a mural, which will then come to
symbolize their involvement.
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED
POTENTIAL HIGH IMPACT

•

LOCATIONS FOR PROJECT

N
ON
WELLINGTO

A group of interested community
representatives

•

A media (paint, ceramic, sculpture)

•

Art materials

•

Artisans

•

A location

•

An agreement on the location, conditions,

FUNDING

•

Art grants

•

Donations for material

•

Volunteers

duration, maintenance

on fence, walls or pavement of
church parking lot on gladstone
on library wall facing
wellington st (parking lot)
on fence or low wallll on
wellington st. parking lots
on retaining wall surrounding
connaught school
in church garden facing
parkdale ave
in front yard of
bethany hope centre
MAP PREPARED BY URBAN ROUTES
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SHARED GREENSPACE (GATES)

Gates symbolically open the site to the various groups
on the block. The create the potential for future
interaction.
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In some residential projects, property owners merge
parts of their backyards into a larger shared yard,
park, or garden. In working together to create a
shared greenspace, the residents of a block would
jointly decide how much of each of their yards they
would want to contribute to it. The shared space could
be as narrow as a pathway that unifies the inside
of the block and allows neighbours to visit with one
another more easily. Shared green space increases
neighbourhood and block safety. The process brings
block tenants together, therefore increasing interactions
and neighbourliness. Additionally, because the
green space can be gated where it meets the street,
only block tenants, emergency services, and utility
companies have access to it; decreasing the likelihood
of crime and loitering. Residents involved in shared
space initiatives take on leadership roles to organize
fellow neighbours. The projects often encourage

A MARKED PATH THROUGH A BLOCK CAN BE A VISUALLY INTERESTING
PROJECT, AS WELL AS PROVIDING CONNECTIVITY TO THE NEIGHBOUROOD
(SOURCE: WWW.COMMUNITYGREENS.ORG)

participants to take on leadership roles throughout the
neighbourhood and remain civically engaged.
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SUCCESS STORY

HOW IT COULD WORK

Chandlers Yard in Baltimore (Maryland) features a

Supervised Path

shared courtyard hidden behind eleven narrow row
houses and literally carved out from their backyards.

Members of a community group use the path under

It is a quiet place, perfect for relaxing with a paper

the supervision of a designated person and under

and a cup of coffee, but also a crossroads, where

predetermined conditions

neighbours sometimes can meet and talk about their
day. Each homeowner has a gate and key, giving them
access from their private yard to the shared courtyard.
The fence and gates are owned and maintained
by the Chandlers Yard Homeowners Association.
Routine maintenance of the space is taken care of
by the neighbours themselves. They rotate mowing
responsibilities and have a weeding party each spring.
Automatic landscape lights that sit low to the ground
light the space. Both the electricity for the lighting
and water are provided by one of the houses on the
courtyard that was occupied by the president of the
Homeowners Association. This homeowner sends a bill
to the Association at the end of each year.

LEFT AND OPPOSITE: IMAGES OF INNER-BLOCK SHARED
SPACE IN CHANDLERS YARD.
(SOURCE: WWW.COMMUNITYGREENS.ORG)
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Informal Path
The path is always open during certain predetermined
times and at the discretion of the people using it

EXISTING

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

FUNDING

•

New fencing with gates

•

Donations

•

A path (paving, rubber, wood, cedar chips)

•

Fundraising

•

An agreement on the use of the land, that
can include a schedule, conditions of use,
maintenance, funding

•

Liability Insurance

•

An entity to manage and maintain the space

INFORMAL

(bilateral agreement, community association or
non profit)

•

A financial structure to fund the implementation,
maintenance and upgrading of the space (yearly
fees, a refundable deposit)

SUPERVISED

•
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6. CONCLUSION
As some stakeholders are unable to participate in

6.1 LESSONS LEARNED

key information sessions, there must be other opThere are inherent difficulties that arise when the future

portunities to exercise involvement.

Theme 3: The Planning Process

•

process and perform site visits

of privately owned land is discussed and when there
are multiple stakeholders involved. While the overall

•

Use the engagement and participation process

process was a positive and productive experience,

to garner support and enthusiasm for community

there are three main themes that can be identified and

change and improvement. At the Stakeholder Con-

learned from, for the benefit of future planning projects:

sultation Meeting for this project, we were delighted
with the opportunity to engage the participants and
to fuel the support for our efforts.

Theme 1: Stakeholder Engagement and Participation

•

Stakeholder involvement should be the main

Theme 2: Communication
Recognize the need to share information with
the stakeholders on a regular basis (to educate

stakeholders should all be contacted at the same

community on the process, to keep stakeholders

time and at the very inception of the project in

abreast of developments and success stories, etc.)

involvement.

•

•

all stakeholders in the planning process. These

order to ensure the opportunity for equal input and

•

Use informative updates and newsletters to show
the accomplishment of milestones, successes and

Provide the opportunity to all stakeholders to be

to build momentum. The celebration of even small

involved in the process. This may require multiple

achievements in the planning process will strength-

meetings, phone conversations or questionnaires.

en participation the project
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•

Listen to the feedback received and look for creative, non-standard ways of planning and implementation. The success of the plan in the Hintonburg case hinges on the motivation and desire of
the stakeholders to implement change. If there is
little support for change, the entire process will be
without success on the ground.

focus of the planning approach. There should be
a significant focus on speaking to, and including

Allocate enough time to conduct the pre-planning

tive discussions amongst the stakeholders.

6.2 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS FOR THE
COMMUNITY BLOCK

2.

Urban Routes has provided the tools and founda-

the questions we have anticipated will arise. The presentation materials provided are accessible and visually
appealing as their purpose is to inform and spark the

The hope is that this project will serve as a tool to

tional information to enable the stakeholders of the

enable the stakeholders of the Community Block to

block to pursue a variety of physical and coopera-

instigate a collaborative change in certain physical as-

tive projects within the block. Urban Routes has

Once the level of support for a particular project has

pects of the block. The deliverables that Urban Routes

assembled a foundational body of knowledge

been established, the stakeholders are encouraged to

have provided for this project can be used to facilitate

from which the stakeholders will draw from as they

work in collaboration with one another to accomplish

and inspire physical changes for the betterment of

pursue their objectives. The research of best prac-

collaborative or even exclusive project goals. Urban

the organizations that make up the block. Any future

tices, current issues and assets, and the physical

Routes has established an introduction to this dialogue,

physical changes that will take place on the Commun-

analysis of the site is a fundamental body of re-

through the stakeholder meeting, and it is now in the

ity Block must be initiated from within the stakeholder

search that can be used by any of the stakeholders

hands of the stakeholders to continue the conversation

organizations themselves. During the course of this

as individual organizations or through collaboration

and cooperation.

project, two major accomplishments have taken place

with each other.

which will facilitate the pursuit of physical improvements

The process of creating any physical change within the

The next step for the stakeholders of the block is

block will prove to be a valuable exercise in community

to present their project ideas to those who hold the

building and cooperative planning. As successes are

A dialogue amongst the stakeholders of the block

decision-making power within their organization. Tools

achieved, it is hoped that momentum will build and the

has been initiated. This has been done by hold-

which will facilitate the presentation of possible projects

block will transform into a valuable amenity for all of the

ing a stakeholder meeting at which the neighbours

and the issues and assets surrounding such projects

users of the block.

of the block had the opportunity to discuss their

have been created and provided to the stakeholders. A

concerns, objective and goals for the block. This

set of pamphlets as well as a PowerPoint presentation

meeting also introduced neighbours to each other

have been created by Urban Routes in order to enable

and was hopefully the first of many open, coopera-

the presentation of information and to answer many of

and cooperative change:
1.

interest of the users of the community block.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: PRELIMINARY STAKEHOLDER

usage. On that same corner the City of Ottawa has

MEETING NOTES (SEPTEMBER 17TH, 2008)

recently purchased two parking spaces because

•

for billboard to generate additional income in

more useable space for the residents and the

maintaining the parking lot.

•

•

•

together.

parking lot (corner Wellington and Rosemont)

and sharing their space, although security is the

which they rent out several spots to an office

number one concern.

building in the area.

•

Transition house (occupying 4 amalgamated lots

wanders through the site. This is generally okay,

along Gladstone Avenue). The residents of this

although they have had some incidents with drug

home stay on their property.

Grace Manor’s parking lots are well-used; however,
not at capacity. If a new assisted care building
replaces Bethany Hope Centre, they will likely not
have to add any additional parking. There could
also be underground parking in the building.

•

Residents don’t use the library on the block (they
have a mobile library come to the Manor)

In addition to the Grace Manor, they also own a

128 residents, although occasionally someone

•

•

On the opposite corner Grace Manor has another

are somewhat open to partially removing the fence

users on the premises.

do extensive renovations, or replace the building all

parking lot Grace Manor has rented out a space

The Salvation Army’s vision for the space is a

The greenspace is currently used primarily for their

and is in rough shape, therefore their intention is to

several fatalities in the past years. In this same

Director of Salvation Army’s Grace Manor

community – while still maintaining security. They

Centre is not designated as a Heritage building,

they intend on widening the intersection, due to

1.1 Meeting with Derrick Gullage, Captain, Executive

•

as is offered at Grace Manor). The Bethany Hope

•

Residents have a bit of a relationship with the
Connaught Public School through the “Buddy
Reading” program.

The Salvation Army also owns the land that the

The space that is most used is the ‘garden’, which

Bethany Hope Centre is on. This is currently a

is a secure fenced in area. The paved trail is also

centre for low-income single mothers. The plan is

popular.

to move this facility onto another site within the next

•

A larger garden than the one they currently have

They were recently asked by the City of Ottawa

years. They currently have a strategic plan, and in

•

Raised garden planters that would be wheelchair

to cut down several trees on the corner of their

the plan they intend on using this building as an

property (corner Wellington and Parkdale),

ancillary building to Grace Manor, that would offer

because it created a space that insecure/drug

“assisted care” for elders (not 24 hour supervision,
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Ideas offered for the site:

friendly

•

A mini-putt or other recreational activity that could
be used for their residents and others in the

community

1.2 Meeting with Irene Cameron, Principal of Connaught Public School

•

•
•
•
•

school’s designated evacuation shelter. In essence,

thony Bailey

there are programmatic connections between the

•

The Church has the intentions of being very
active in the neighbourhood. The church is very

They currently have 230 students, and a small

forward looking, and seeks ways to connect to

yard. They would like to use the Grace Manor’s

the neighbourhood, integrate people and build

greenspace, because greenspace is very scarce

stronger connections

both in their yard, and in the neighbourhood as a

•

1.3 Meeting with Parkdale United Church’s Dr. An-

•

occupants of the block.

•

The church noted several constraints to sharing
the greenspace: they need a fenced off area for
their preschool playground. They also have issues
with snow removal, their parking lot is currently
over capacity, and they have had their preschool

Dr. Bailey claims that thier block is one of the

school bus vandalized in the past, etc. All this can

whole

most unique blocks in the area. It currently serves

However, a fence around their property is

many social functions (church, Queensway

REQUIRED. The school is located in an area that

preschool, Abbeyfield seniors, Post Office, Grace

has very high crime rates, drug-related incidents,

Manor, Bethany Hope Centre, Rosemount Library,

prostitution, outlaw bikers, etc. Fortunately, they

Connaught Public School, Transition Shelter,

have not experienced much vandalism, and

Knights of Columbus, and Daughters of Isabella.

cameras have been installed outdoors

Originally, there was also a Nearly-New Shop run

Irene questioned who would supervise the site, and

by the local synagogue, and an engineering non-

when it would be open (24 hours/ after 6)?

profit firm.

recreational space closer (they currently go to

There are currently mutually supportive

Parkdale Park)

A pathway through the site may be a good idea,

•

but they are weary of ‘alley-like’ spaces

relationships between the Salvation Army and the

They currently have a good relationship with the

church: the S.A. uses their Hall for larger events,

library- all the classes go to the library

and once a month the church preaches at the

Their contact with Grace Manor is minimal,

S.A. There is also a formal relationship between

because of the psychiatric problems of the patients

the School and the Church: The church is the

be overcome with good design though, Dr. Bailey
claims. Perhaps a pathway with only daytime
access is best?

Parkdale United Church has several needs for greenspace at the moment:

•

•

“Camp Awesome”- the summer camp could use

The Sunday school could have more creative
options if they had access to greenspace

•

A community garden would definitely be needed
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APPENDIX 2: PHOTO DOCUMENTS FOR ANALYSIS
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dormant.

APPENDIX 3: TRADITIONAL MAINSTREET
GUIDELINES

•

•

required car parking spaces. Consider parking on

Guideline 6: Create attractive public and semipublic outdoor amenity spaces such as green
spaces with trees, pocket parks, courtyards,

the mainstreet.

•

conditions such as road salt or heat. Give

fountains

easily maintained for safety.

•

of equal suitability.

•

sidewalk/street.

grade changes.

•

pedestrian walkways. Plant trees in permeable

areas between adjacent properties in order to

surfaces with approximately 10.0 square metres of

reduce the extent of interruption along the sidewalk

•

Guideline 23: Locate surface parking in the rear

soil area per tree.

•

Guideline 31: Provide a minimum 3.0 metre wide
landscape area, which may include a solid wall or

yard with vehicular access off side streets and

fence in addition to planting, at the edges of sites

laneways.

•

Guideline 30: Plant trees between 6.0 and 8.0
metres apart along public streets and internal

Guideline 22: Share vehicular access to parking

and the streetscape.

Guideline 29: Protect and feature heritage,
specimen and mature trees onsite by minimizing

Guideline 21: Create inviting, well-lit pedestrian
walkways to link rear parking areas to the public

•

preference to native species of the region that are

Guideline 20: Design pedestrian walkways of
materials such as concrete or unit pavers that are

Guideline 28: Select trees, shrubs and other
vegetation considering their tolerance to urban

outdoor cafés, seating and decorative pools or

•

Guideline 27: Provide only the minimum number of

adjacent to residential or institutional properties.1

Guideline 24: Preserve the rear, existing vehicular
public laneway system wherever possible. Reactivate laneways where they have become

1

HTTP://OTTAWA.CA/RESIDENTS/PLANNING/DESIGN_PLAN_

GUIDELINES/URBAN_DESIGN/INDEX_EN.HTML
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APPENDIX 4: STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION

Planned shared space is good but will take a lot of work

MEETING NOTES (NOVEMBER 5TH, 2008)

and organization.

Rosemount Library

At the church it might not be accepted if it looks like we

Has little street presence, there is nothing on Wellington
to draw people up Rosemount Street. Likes the idea of
giving it more street presence (through signage, etc.)
They currently do story time in the park and it would be
nice to have somewhere to go for kids (many kids have
nowhere to go in the summer so they spend their days

are going to encroach on the traditional use of parking
space- we will need to address this
Really likes the idea of public art – but where? There
is already precedents for community art in the
neighbourhood and now would be an ideal time to build
upon that.

at the library) so a greenspace on the block would be

The church would want any improvements done on

nice for those kids.

their property be for the whole community, not just

Possibility of providing free internet and an outdoor

themselves.

library (like Bryant Park) but might be a little

Likes idea of shared projects such as: a garden, art,

complicated

access allowing kids to play on their parking lot during
off-peak parking hours

Parkdale United Church

If proposing a garden, perhaps including 2 variations
or options (e.g. container garden or permanent

Likes the second concept plan but sees potential

community garden). If permanent garden – need to

difficulty in planning because of unplanned events such

address issues such as obtaining soil samples, etc. for

as funerals.

cost.

Bethany Hope Centre
Very concerned with liability if their land is to be used by
others
Also concerned with cost of elements and who will pay
for them.
If fences are opened up using a locked gate – who has
the burden of control of the space? Concerned about
the level of planning required to accomplish opening up
the space.
Garden is an element that might have some potential
for the residents at Bethany Hope
The Salvation Army’s governing council is nation-wide.
Their centre in Toronto oversees all the properties. Any
decision sits in Toronto or national board.
Grace Manor could probably decide about putting a
garden on their property but Bethany Hope Centre
can only suggest ideas to the board but not make any
decisions.
Does not know an appropriate time to present to the
Salvation Army board.
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Bethany Hope Centre has problems with vandalism.
Also, there are dark, overgrown areas used for illicit
purposes on their property.

legal issues, in our final plan
We might want to consider snow removal issues in our

We would need to provide tools so they can make
organizations realize the benefit of the project.

design – City of Ottawa has a pilot program to collect

Creating an informal organization for the residents on

Previously had nature walks behind their property but

snow and use the melted snow in the summer to cool

the block to keep the pieces together might be more

no longer do.

buildings.

successful than another formal committee.

Are interested in creating a connection with the library

The City also encourages screening of parking – we

There is already some cooperation between

(e.g. a nature walk that connects the two buildings)

could potentially coordinate with the city whey they do

organizations on the block:

Does not like the idea of putting activities for Grace
Manor on their property (e.g. bocce ball).
Unlike Grace Manor, does not think redevelopment will

construction – maybe the city would pay and do the
screening for parking on city land.
The City also offers treeplanting programs and grants

occur on their site in coming years – had not heard

The creation of formal gates with pathways connected

about Grace Manor taking control of the building

shows that the space is for transit, not for loitering

previous to our meeting.

Potentially create an organization for the block – start
with one project and if successful, move on to another

General Comments:

project. Moving incrementally would be ideal.

Grace Manor uses the gym and equipment at Parkdale
United Church
Parkdale United uses other organizations’ parking lots
on Sundays
The church is the elementary school’s emergency
evacuation zone
Would like our final product to include presentation
tools that they can use when presenting the concept
plan to their respective boards. This could include a

Would like us to provide examples of how communities
have set up multilateral groups, address liability

However, organizations can be territorial. Each person

(e.g. shared liability models in Canadian courts),

would have to sell the concept plan to their own

management policies (and organizational management

stakeholders. Individuals need to have their comfort

schemes – models that can be used), cost, funding,

zones expanded to the idea of opening up the space.

handout and a powerpoint presentation – Extended
from the newsletter but less than our studio
presentation.
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APPENDIX 5: TABLE OF GRANTS FOR GREENSPACES
NAME OF GRANT

PROJECT CRITERIA
Funding is allocated to not-for-profit arts organizations that are well established in the community, demonstrate strong artistic merit,
show financial stability and have a proven track record.

City of Ottawa Arts
Funding Program

Annual Operating Funding is available to groups that have been is existence for at least two years and provide regularly scheduled arts
programming to the community. Arts organizations must receive at least one project funding allocation before being considered for
annual operating funding.

Community Environmental
Projects Grant Program
(CEPGP)

CEPGP is designed to help the City of Ottawa meet its environmental objectives. City programs include solid-waste diversion, water
efficiency, wastewater, the water environment, sustainable development and broader global climate issues. The program provides
funding for small-scale, community-based initiatives managed by non-profit organizations interested in the improvement and
preservation of our environment. A total of $50,000 is available each year - subject to City Council approval.
The Community Funding Division invests in viable non-profit community-based organizations in order to sustain a strong social
infrastructure of community services that supports equal access to the basics in the areas of health, recreation and social services.

Community Funding
Program

Goals:
To support community programs and services that facilitate Access to Basics by:
Supporting inclusion of people who are low-income, at risk, isolated or otherwise marginalized
Promoting quality of life for the full diversity of citizens

Civic and Commemorative
Events Fund

Local not-for-profit organizations such as volunteer-based community or recreation associations are invited to apply for funding to
provide one to two day civic events with free admission that foster civic pride and develop community cohesion. These events are
linked to and celebrate a civic/statutory holiday (i.e. Victoria Day, Canada Day), are held in a specific geographic district in Ottawa and
encompass a broad range of activities (family entertainment, etc.).
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NAME OF GRANT
Community Partnership
Minor Capital Program1

PROJECT CRITERIA
The Community Partnership Minor Capital Program is an initiative available for minor capital improvements to city-owned parks,
recreation and cultural facilities on a cost-sharing basis with community groups. Examples include: play equipment, basketball courts,
park furniture, tree planting, landscape improvements, minor community facility improvements, etc. Projects on school board land and
other public lands that are accessible to the general public may also be eligible.

Community Tree Planting
Grant Program

The mandate of the Community TREE Planting Grant Program is to improve and enhance Ottawa’s existing urban and rural forest
cover by creating partnerships with the community for tree planting initiatives. These partnerships strengthen the connection between
the community and their environment by assisting and encouraging community groups to participate in tree planting activities in
schoolyards, parks and greenspaces.

The Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources –
Evergreen Community
Tree-Planting Grant
Program

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Evergreen have launched a grant program designed to support the planting of 100,000
native trees on publicly accessible lands in cities and towns across the province. The core values of this program are community
engagement and ongoing stewardship: all projects must be open to members of the public and be situated on publicly accessible
lands. Applications for projects which engage diverse organizations and individuals in the community in creative partnerships are
especially encouraged.
This program will provide funds to public agencies, institutional landowners and community organizations undertaking volunteer-driven
tree planting projects in 2008 and 2009. Grants awarded will range from $5,000 to $15,000.
Wal-Mart Canada and Evergreen are pleased to offer Green Grants, a national program that helps fund community-based restoration

Wal-Mart & Evergreen
Green Grants

and stewardship initiatives in urban and urbanizing areas.
Green Grants, a Canadian community greening program sponsored by Wal-Mart Canada and led by Evergreen, provides funds of up
to $10,000 to local groups working on urban naturalization projects that use native plants to restore and steward woodlands, meadows,
wetlands and ravines. This grant program also supports community gardening projects that involve native plants and food gardening.

1 NOT FOR PROJECTS ON PRIVATE LAND
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NAME OF GRANT

PROJECT CRITERIA

The Home Depot -

The Rebuilding Nature Grant Program will provide community groups with grants of $1,000, $3,000 or $8,000 - plus $2,000 in Home

Evergreen Rebuilding

Depot gift cards - to cover the costs of tools and building projects, native plants and trees, and other expenses.

Nature Grant

As well as providing grants and gift cards for community initiatives, The Home Depot has the unique ability to bring together
volunteerism and the expertise of its staff associates to support projects through its Team Depot program.

Unilever-Evergreen

The Unilever-Evergreen Aquatic Stewardship and Conservation Grant program provides grants of between $3,500 and $10,000. These

Aquatic Stewardship and

funds will support a range of small-scale, community-driven, education and restoration projects that increase public awareness of

Conservation Grant

sustainable water use and the importance of aquatic features, while providing meaningful opportunities for community action.
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